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Progress of the Agricultural Experiment Station During the 
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F. B. MUMFORD, Director 
S. B. SHIRKY, Assistant to the Director 
The Agricultural Experiment Station was established by an 
Act of Congress approved in 1887. The purpose of the original 
law providing for agricultural experiment stations in the several 
States was to establish an agency through which the methods of 
scientific research could be applied to a solution of the problems of 
agricul ture. 
The problems of agriculture are related to almost every known 
division of science. Geology, chemistry, physics, biology, physiology, 
and pathology of plants and animals have each made their contribu-
tion. Investigations of economic and social problems which have 
come to have so great an importance in the agricultural industry 
are specifically mentioned in the provisions of the latest Experiment 
Station Act known as the Purnell Bill. 
During the forty years and more of the existence of the Exper-
iment Station discoveries of enormous economic importance have 
been made. Hog cholera, once so disastrous, is no longer a menace 
to the livestock farmG.:. Contagious abortion, tuherculosis, and 
other diseases of the domestic animals have been brought under 
control. Blights, rusts, insects, and other destructive pests have 
been eliminated or brought under some sort of reasonable control. 
New varieties of established farm crops and entirely new crops, 
such as soybeans, cowpeas, andlespedeza in Missouri have been in-
troduced and widely disseminated through the activities of the 
Experiment Station. 
Thousands of farmers have applied the results of discoveries by 
the Experiment Station to their farm business greatly to their 
profit. The Experiment Station is continually discovering new 
methods of treatment for destructive and dangerous diseases of 
both plants and animals. The need for discovery will never be 
ended s'o long as the pests of agriculture continue to exist and the 
difficulties of economic production become more and more com-
plicated. 
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Experiments in Progress During the Year Ending 
June 30, 1932 
SOILS 
M. F. MILLER, Chairman 
The Fineness of Grinding Limestone (W. A. Albrecht).-In-
oculation studies have shown that finely ground limestone should 
be used in contact with the seed. Experiments have been started 
on fifty farms in various parts of the State to determine whether 
lime serves to supply calcium as a nutrient or to correct soil acid-
ity, or both. The results of these trials can not be given until the 
clover is in its second year. Preliminary trials have been encour-
aging. 
Crop Rptation and Fertilizer Experiments. (M. F. Miller, L. 
M. Turk, H. F. Rhoades) .-Com yields on Sanborn Field for 1931 
were very good. A plot in continuous corn with no treatment 
yielded 40 bushels per acre. It was the forty-third consecutive 
crop. This was the highest yield obtained on this plot since 1890. 
The timothy yields averaged more than. two tons per acre and the 
hay was free of weeds and of very good quality. The timothy 
on the plot that was supposed to be in continuous timothy has com-
pletely disappeared and its place has been taken by red sorrel and 
some field grasses. The plot in continuous timothy with manure 
yielded over two tons to the acre. The plot in continuous wheat 
yielded 29.5 bushels per acre for the forty-third crop. It is very 
evident that on the plot in continuous wheat the available plant 
nutrients have become low, yet in exceptional seasons a sufficient 
supply is present to provide for large yields. 
Correlation Between Adsorbed Ions and. Pasture Vegetation 
(Hans Jenny, E. R. Shade, E. Cowan).-Redtop and weeds grow 
well with small amounts of exchangeable bases. Bluegrass has not 
been found on soils with less than 12 milliequivalents of bases pet 
100 grams of soil. Good bluegrass sad seems to be associated with 
soils having a relatively high content of exchangeable bases. 
The Effect of Cultivation on the Nature of Soil Colloids (Hans 
Jenny, E. R. Shade, E. Cowan).-Cultivation of Putnam silt loam 
resulted in diminishing the power of the available plant nutrients 
(adsorbed cations) and in decreasing the water-holding capacity 
of the soil. The organic part of the colloidal complex was partly 
destroyed. 
Utilization of Adsorbed Ions by Plants (Hans Jenny, E. R. 
Shade, E. Cowan).-Calcium ions adsorbed on soil colloids seemed 
almost as available for plant growth as free calcium ions in the 
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soil solution. Th e plants Ilbcrated adsorbed calciulll ions hy ex-
change with exc retecl 11 ions. Thi s repl ~l cemcnt was almost stoi-
chiom etri ca l. 'fh e number o f II ions [ounel on th e collo id was 
abo ut twi ce the number of calcium ions that entered the plant. 
Release of Fixed Potassium by Lime ( II a ll J enny, E. R. 
S had ', E. Cowa n).- p,x perilll cnts with Misso uri so il (P utnam 
s ilt 10<1m) co ll o id a l rntn a m c lay, bento nite clay, pel'mutit, a nd ar-
tili cial so il s hav show n that th e IiI eration of II xed po tassium is 
unqu es ti onabl y one of the benefi cial rCects of liming. Calciulll ex-
changes adsorbed po tass ium inci epenclenLly of c lay concentration, 
F ig. l.~Sanborn Fie ld at th e Mi ssouri Agricultural E x perim ent S tation. 
These rotation and ferlility pl ots have been in continuous operati n s ince 1888. 
aili ounl o f lim ' ad ded, t he so il reac tion, the bica rb nate c ncen-
trati on and na ture of an ion. M icro-organis ms di s turb d th e nor-
mal exchan ge of potass ium by lime but red uced th e p tassium 
o utgo. 
The H Ion in Ionic Exchange and Hydration (lIans J nny, 
E . R . Shade, E. Cowan) .-'fhe .hydrogen ion was the m ost p ow-
erfull y adsorbe I 1110n valent ca tion and was th mos t clil1icult to 
replace. olloidal pa rticles which adsorb H ions were most hy-
elrat d. Thi s has b cen expla ined on th bas is of c rys tal lattice cav-
ity water a nd co nst itutional water. 
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The Influence of Nitrogen Fertilizer on Crop Growth (M. F. 
Miller, R. L. Lovvorn).-On four crops of corn nitrate of soda, 
applied in different ways and at different rates on three experi-
ment fields, increased the yields from two to eleven bushels. The 
use of side applications when the corn was 12 to 18 inches high 
gave the best results. \Vheat yields were increased fro111 1 to 7 
bushels, the most effective method being top dressings applied in 
early spring. Such applications did not raise the nitrogen content 
of the grain or straw. Yields of pasture grass were doubled where 
several light applications of nitrate were made during the sum-
mer on medium fertile soil. Only small increases were observed 
on the poorer pasture lands. The protein content of non-legumi-
nous crops can be increased to make them approximate some of 
the legumes in feeding value by heavy applications of nitrate of 
soda. 
Soil Erosion (M. F. Miller, L. M. Turk, H. F. Rhoadcs).-A 
report on this project has been prepared for publication covering 
investigations of fourteen years' duration. Additional infonna-
tion verifying the results of previous years has shown that a good 
cropping system has been a material aid in controlling erosion. 
This applies to terraced land, as well as unterraced soil. 
The Measurement of Phosphate Deficiency of Soils (L. D. 
Baver) .-All chemical methods for testing phosphate deficiency 
of soils must be used with care. The results secured by using the 
methods of Bray, Demolon and Barbier, Dirks and Sheffer, Lem-
mermann, Nemec, Truog, and von Wrangell have been found to 
conform with actual field tests in about 70 per cent of the cases. 
The Size and Stability of Granules in Various Soil Types (L. 
D. Baver, H. F. Rhoades, H. H. Krusekopf) .-A method for meas-
uring the aggregation of soils has been devised. The older and 
more thoroughly leached soils have a low state of aggregation. 
Those types of soils containing a high amount of organic matter 
and that were not distinctly acid possessed a high state of aggre-
gation. Marion silt loam, a thoroughly leached soil was found to 
be 19.25 per cent' as compared with 45.1 per cent for Marshall silt 
loam. Cultivation of Putnam silt loam resulted in a decrease in its 
state of aggregation from 44.5 per cent to 13.0 per cent. 
The Effect of Different Soil Treatments Upon Bacterial Ac-
tivity in the Soil CW. A. Albrecht).-Studies of nitrifying rate and 
green manure decompostion were made on various plots in San-
born Field. A low level of nitrification was shown on these plots, 
due to the past treatment. These soils all showed the need for 
limestone, the applications of which increased the nitrate produc-
tion on all except one prot. 
. Soil Plasticity(L. D. Baver).-It has been shown conclusively 
that plasticity is a function of · the surface tension forces of the 
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liquid lilill s bctwcl' 1l th e particl 'So T he plast icity !lull1her of a soil 
dccreased with a decreasl' in the "; \II"f;lce [cnsion of th e li quid I\'it h 
which Lhe so il is Illoisll:ned. I)last icitr I11 C;ts UrCnl l' llt s on so il from 
culti va ted ane! from virgin I'ut n:l m silt loam showed that cl1ILiv'a-
tio ll I()w ereel th e l(lwe r plas ti c lillli t frolll ;2"1 to 22 pcr ce ill. Th e 
upper plasti c limit wa s also Inwercd [rom 32 to J) per cellI. Th ese 
dl'c reases were du e t() Lh e loss of organic matt ' r. 
.fig. 2. - The e ffect 0 f swe t clover as a green manure crop, a ll the growth 
of Whe:ll on I ve l NorthC:lS l Mi ssouri prairie so ils. (lJpp r) Wh at two yea rs 
after a crop o f sweet clover. (Low 1') Wheat afLer no sweel clov r . 
Methods of Improving Heavy Clay Subsoils (C. I . Havc r ) .-
'1'he pl ow ing lIncl r of sweet cl vcr as a g reen manur ' crop has H'-
suit e! in a mark cl iml rovem nt of th producti vity of th Put-
nam silt I am at the Mob rl y experiment field. T he sweet clover 
has furni s hed nitr gen and improved th e ph ys ical properti s of the 
so il. 
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Water Absorption by Soil Colloids (L. D. Baver, Glen M. 
Horner).-Two distinct breaks in the rate of water removal from 
soils upon heating showed that there were at least two methods 
of holding water by the colloids. The temperature at which these 
breaks occurred depended upon the chemical nature of the colloid. 
Hygroscopicity of colloids saturated with various cations followed 
the ~order: H> Ca > Li > Mg > Na > Ba > K. The total water giv-
en off followed the order: H > Mg > Ca > Li > Ba > N a > K. This 
order for different types of colloid material was: H-permutit> 
H-Putnam clay > H-bentonite. The presence of organic matter 
had little effect upon the nature of water absorption. 
The Nitrogen and Carbon Accumulation or Depletion of Soils 
Under Different Systems of Treatment and Management (M. F. 
Miller, W. A. Albrecht) .-During the twelve years of this investi-
gation there has been some accumulation of nitrogen and carbon 
for each of the cropping and green manure treatments with the 
exception of continuous rye. On this plot there has been a consist-
ent decline in nitrogen. The increases in nitrogen have not been 
very high. In the latitude of Columbia the possibilities of raising 
the level of nitrogen in ordinary field soils are not great. A good 
nitrogen turn-over through the use of legumes, manure, and ferti-
lizers should be attained, rather than the maintenance of a high 
nitrogen level. 
Missouri Pastures (M. F. Miller, H. H . Krusekopf).-In co-
operation with the Departments of Animal Husbandry and Field 
Crops pasture experiments have been established at Sni-A-Bar 
Farms. Sets of fertilized plots have shown outstanding results 
from nitrogen and much less returns from the other elements. 
Soil Experiment Fields (M. F. Miller, L. M. Turk, E. E. 
Smith Jr.).-The fields at Stark City and Cuba were discontinued. 
At StaJrk City on Hagerstown silt loam of medium fertility at Cuba 
on Lebanon silt loam, an Ozark soil of low fertility, the best returns 
from fertilizers were secured from applications of manure, phosphate, 
and li e.': 
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ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 
Protein Supplements for Yearling Steers Full Fed on Blue-
grass Pasture (1':. i\. ' I'r whr id gc, 1 f. C. 1\l o ITctl).- Co llon scc c! 
cake was co mpa red wilh a mi x ture co nLlinill g :lO p er ccnt g round 
al[" I[". :lO p er ce nt mo lasses, 20 p cr cent regru unel oat fcccl , a nd 
~ o per cent cho ice cotto nsced Ill c:lI ;]. s a prot c ill s lIp])1 m nt {o r 
YC;lrlin g s t ' crs full fed on pa :-, tur c. O nc part cati o ns cd cake to 
12 par ts co rn proclu ·cd ; IS rapid an d e ·onomic;].1 gains a s J parL 
co tto nseed ("; Ik c to 8 p:lrt s cor n. T hc mi xcd suppl c l11 ent ( I ·L p r 
Cl' nt prnl ei.ll ) pro<ill c d 11lorc rap id a nrl l'ClllHlllli ca l gain s than orn 
Fig . 3.-Ycarling s lee l" ca lli e a t th e close o [ c.xperi111cllt in w hi h Ih ey had 
hcen wintered on a r~tio n o f corn fodd e r wi lh legum · hay a nt! fllli shed 0 11, a 
r;' li ll ll of 12 pa n s she lke1 co rn :t11(1 I part cotton seed cake on hl uc gTa 's p;,, 1111"('. 
a lo l1 (" uut less ra pid and Icss 'ono l1li a l Lh a n w h re co Lto nse ed 
cake wa s f <I. a LtI ' w hich r ce ivecl a suppl 111 nt during th 
ea rl y part o( th S LIIllI1l Cr ma Ie a s ral id a nd c o n0111ica l gain s clnr-
ing th e las t ]1 2 cl ays o f th f e lin g p rioel a s simi lar ca ttle w hi ch 
rece ivcd th e suppl l11 e l1t o nl y durin g th e las t 112 d a.ys . 
Handling and Feeding N a tive Spring Calves CE, A. Trow-
bridge, II. '. Moffett, M. W. IIaz n).- 'l'hi s in ves tigation is in 
coope r<1 ti o n w ith S ni -A-Bar Farm s ilnd th e Bureau f An imal In -
du stry, U nited S La t s D partmcnt of Agri ulturc. F cedin g- g- rouncl 
corn in pla ce of sh elled c rn t o sucklin g beef alv s in a rati o n of 
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corn 8 parts and cottonseed meal one part increased the grain con-
sumption slightly but did not increase the gains. The addition of 
a 15 per cent protein feed to a ration of corn 8 parts, and cottonseed 
meal one part did not increase either the gains or the feed con-
sumption. 
During the subsequent feeding period of 196 days in dry lot the 
cattle fed ground corn and cottonseed meal consumed slightly 
more feed and gained more rapidly and economically. The ad-
dition of the 15 per cent protein feed to the !ration of corn and cotton-
seed meal did not increase the feed consumption or the rapidity 
of gain in the subsequent feeding period. 
Self Feeding Native Fall Calves (E. A. Trowbridge, H. C. 
Moffett, M. W. Hazen).-In cooperation with Sni-A-Bar Farms 
and the United States Department of Agriculture, two year's tests 
have shown that self fed calves made approximately 4 per cent 
more rapid gains, but required 3 per cent more concentrates to 
produce 100 pounds gain . Self fed calves have been valued at a 
higher prke per hundredweight. A ciarload lot of these cattle 
shown in the carlot fat cattle division of the 1931 American Royal 
Live Stock Show won first prize. 
Processing Roughages for Wintering Stock Calves (E. A. 
Trowbridge, H . C. Moffett).-Shocked fodder, corn silage, corn 
stover ground with a hammer mill, and corn stover cut with a 
silage cutter, have been compared for wintering stock calves, Also 
whole alfalfa hay has been compared with alfalfa hay ground with 
a hammer mill. Table 1 shows the gains made by six different 
lots, fed as indicated. 
TABLE I.-VARIOUS PROCESSED ROUGHAGES FOR WINTERING STOCK CALVES 
Lot No. I I 
I 
II III 
I Gr::nd I 
V VI 
Corn Cut Ground 
Silage Silage Fodder* ' Stover* Stover* Fodder* 
Whole Ground Whole Whole Whole Whole 
Ration Alfalfa Alfalfa Alfalfa Alfalfa AlfaJfa Alfalfa 
---
Avg. Init. Wt. (lbs. ) ____ 358.0 I 355.9 357.2 355 . 5 358.3 358.2 
Total Gain (lbs.) _______ 109.4 130.3 111.9 119.3 114.2 120.1 
Total Feed Consumed 
Corn Silage _______ _ 2368 .0 2368.0 
Corn Fodder _______ 1319.0 1319.0 1319.0 1319.0 
Alfalfa Hay __ __ __ ._ 539.0 538 .0 538.0 538.0 538.0 538.0 
The corn that grew on the stover was taken off to be weighed. It . was fed with the 
stover as broken ear corn in each case except Lot VI where it was ground along with the 
,stover. 
Cost of Processing Roughages (E. A. Trowbridge, H. C. Mof-
fett, D. D. Smith) .-Table 2 shows the cost of processing the various 
roughages for wintering stock calves. 
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TABLE 2.-COST OF PROCESSING FODDER, STOVER, AND HAY 
Ground Ground Ground Cut 
Fodder Stover Hay Fodder 
-
POWER AND MACHINE COSTS 
Electricity at 5c per KwH _____________ 
.55 .75 .51 .18 
Motor Costs* at 18c per hr. _____ _____ _ .40 .64 .43 .18 
Machine Costs** . ____________________ 
.27 .42 1.21 .50 
-- - -- -- ---
TOTAL (per ton) __ _______ _______ $1.22 $1. 81 $2.15 $ .86 
LABOR COSTS 
30c per Man Hour_ 
-- -- - -- ----------
.68 .94 .73 .30 
-- -- I $2.88 --Total Cost Per Ton _____ ___________ ___ $1.90 $2.75 $1.16 
Average Fineness Modulus _________ _______ 4.18 4.07 3.10 5.94 
*Based on 200 hours use per year. Includes depreciation, n~llnil's" interest, and taKes. 
**B'ased on 80 hours use per year for ensilage cutter, and 150 hours usc per year for 
hammer mill. Includes depreciation, repairs, inter<.'st, insurance, and taxes. 
Systems of Grazing Bluegrass Pastures (J. E. Comfort, E. 
Marion Brown).-In cooperation with Sni-A-Bar Farms and the 
United States Department of Agriculture, a 2S-acre pasture has 
been separated into three divisions, each of which has been 
grazed for one week and allowed to rest for two weeks in regular 
rotation. Grazing began in April and continued to November. The 
heifers on this pasture made an average daily gain of .57 pounds. 
Another pasture of 25 acres was subjected to grazing' continuously. 
Under this system an average daily gain of .74 pounds was made. 
On a third pasture of 25 acres, where grazing was deferred for a 
period of two weeks at the beginning of the pasture season and 
the cattle were transferred to a IO-acre pasture of Korean lespe-
deza for seven weeks during the midsummer period, average daily 
gain of .94 pounds on bluegrass <und 1.2 pounds on the lespedeza 
were made. 
Rations for Fattening Hogs (L. A. Weaver) .-Sudan grass 
made a satisfactory emergency hog pasture. The length of the 
grazing season, however, was shorter than that of alfalfa, clover, 
rape and oats, or bluegrass. T.he crop withstood drought well but 
was very susceptible to damage from chinch bugs. Complicated 
protein mixtures showed no advantage over simple ones. The 
supplement which furnished the largest amount of protein per unit 
cost produced the cheapest gains. Self feeding as compared to 
hand feeding made little difference in the amount of feed con-
sumed. The self fed hogs made slightly cheaper gains because 
they gained faster on a little less feed. 
Rations for Weanling Pigs (L. A. Weaver).-The addition 
of either dried skim milk, fish meal, liver meal, or semisolid but-
termilk to the standard supplement of tankage, linseed oil meal, 
and alfalfa meal improved the ration for weanling pigs. The ad-
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dition of two or more of the first three of these feeds produced bet-
ter results than when :a single one was used. The addition of 
shorts decreased the rate of gain and increased the feed require-
ment per unit of gain. 
Wheat for Fattening Swine (L. A. Weaver).-Six lots of fif-
teen hogs each were fed in dry lot as shown in Table 3. 
Lot I 
Lot II 
Lot III 
Lot IV 
Lot V 
Lot VI 
TABLE 3.-RATIONS CONTAINING WHEAT FOR F A TTENING SWINE 
Lbs. of Cereal Con-
Manner sumed With Each 
Fed Lb. of Supplement 
+tankage 3 parts } self-fed 
linseed oil meal 1 part free 
alfalfa meal 1 part choice 
Shelled corn 
Whole wheat +tankage 3 parts } self-fed 
linseed oil meal 1 part free 
alfalfa meal 1 part choi,'e 
Ground wheat +tankage 3 parts } self-fed 
linseed oil meal 1 part free 
alfalfa meal 1 part choice 
Whole wheat +tankage--self-fed free choice 
Ground wheat +tankage 3 parts } 
linseed oil meal 1 part hand-fed 
alfalfa meal 1 part 
Whole wheat +tankage 3 parts t 
linseed oil meal 1 part f hand-fed 
alfalfa meal 1 part 
8.16 
31.83 
16 . 67 
40.91 
15.00 
15.00 
All lots were self-fed a mineral mixture of equal parts precipitated calcium 
phosphate, bone meal and salt. 
Lot I fed corn, made the most rapid gain, which was 33 per 
cent faster than was made by Lot II, which gained the slowest. 
There was no significant difference between the rate of gain made 
by hogs in the other lots; Lot I also produced 100 pounds gain 
with the smallest amount of feed. Lot I required 392 pounds of 
feed to produce 100 pounds of gain; Lot II, 468 pounds; Lot III, 
435 pounds; Lot IV, 433 pounds; Lot V, 471 pounds, and Lot VI, 
470 pounds. 
Rations for Sows During' the Reproductive Cycle (A. G. Ho-
gan, S. R. Johnson).-A group of sows fed a ration of commonly 
used concentrates and with the addition of liver meal produced 
unusually heavy pigs at weaning time. The pigs averaged 33.1 
pounds at the end of eight weeks. This group made far better 
gains than the other three groups in the investigation that were 
fed as follows: one group, a ration of concentrates commonly used 
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for sows during the reproductive cycle; another group, the same 
ration as the first group with the addition of green rye; and a third 
group, the same ration as the first group, with the addition of 
skimmilk. 
Growth in Draft Colts (E. A. Trowbridge, D. W. Chittenden, 
Samuel Brody).-Three colts fed liberally on grain with free ac-
cess to pasture have been compared with three colts fed only half 
as much grain but with free access to pasture. During the summer 
period (195 days) the colts gained approximately the same. Dur-
ing the winter period (99 days) oats straw and hay were substi-
tuted for pasture and the liberally fed group gained 111 pounds 
while the other group gained 71 pounds . 
Function of the Dartos Muscle (F. F. McKenzie, R. W . Phil-
lips).-The dartos muscle in the 'wall of the ram's scrotum has 
been found to respond to changes in temperature. Within limits, 
increased temperature caused the muscle to relax and decreased 
temperature caused it to contract. This produced variations in the 
length of the scrotum, the thickness of the scrotal waU, and the 
surface area of the scrotum. These changes served to maintain 
the testes at a fairly constant temperature. 
Determining Fertility in the Boar (F. F. McKenzie, R . W. 
Phillips) .-Fertility of boars has been determined within limits by 
an examination of their semen. The number of abnormalities of 
the spermatozoa correlated with the degree of fertility. Boars 
that produced semen containing spermatozoa with from 62 to 104 
abnormalities per 1000 siTed litters consistently large in llumbers 
and of strong vitality. Boars that produced semen containing ab-
normal spermatozoa in the ratio of 146 to 501 per 1000 sired small 
litters containing mummies or weak pigs. The abnormalities that 
seemed to be most indicative of affected fertility were appreciable 
numbers of small heads, tapering heads, and en~arged middle-pieces. 
Fertility in Aged Rams as Affected by Diet and Hormones (F. 
F . McKenzie, R. W. Phillips).-Diet, whether low, medium, or 
high in protein, caused no detectable difference in reproductive ca-
pacity or vigor in rams. Changing from one protein level to an-
other did not cause a change in fertility. A luteinizing hormone 
was used with five aged rams in an effort to stimulate the mating 
desire or sex vigor. In the dosages used there were no changes suf-
ficiently definite to pronounce it beneficial or detrimental. 
The Effect of Temperature and Diet on the Onset of the 
Breeding Season (estrus) in Sheep (F. F. McKenzie, R. W. Phil-
lips).-Temperature seemed to cause no significant difference in 
the length of time required for ewes to come in heat. During the 
first ten days of August while outside temperatures varied from a 
minimum of 70° at night to a maximum of 95° during the day, a 
group of seven ewes was kept in an iced cellar where the tempera-
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. ture varied from +4° to 48° during the day. A second group of 
eight ewes was kept in the same cellar during the night and fed 
.grass. A third group was fed sudan grass each morning but kept 
out of doors at all times. A fourth group was used as a control. 
There was no significant difference in the average number of days 
required for the ewes in each group to come in heat. These trials 
were repeated during the first ""eek of September with no differ-
ences noted. 
The Estrual Cycle in the Ewe; A Histological Study of the 
Genital Tract of the Non-pregnant Ewe (F. F. McKenzie, A. Uren, 
J. C. Miller).-Published in Research Bulletin Number 170. 
Embryos and Fetuses of the Sheep (F. F. McKenzie, F. H. 
Woods).-Three embryos have been sectioned and stained for ex-
amination. A description of the degree of development of the ali-
mentary canal and its derivatives in a 20 m. 111 . embryo has been 
prepared. The development of the central nervous system in the 
same embryo has been studied. 
A Cytological Study of the Ovaries of Pregnant and Non-preg-
nant Ewes (F. F. McKenzie, Mary J Guthrie, ·V. Warbritton).-
The changes observed in ovaries taken from recently killed ewes 
were: (1) Corpora Iutea of maximum size were found at about 
the middle of the cycle of their formation. (2) Color changes in 
the corpora lutea graded from a blood red to an opaque pink during 
the cycle of their formation and fro111 an opaque to a yellow during 
the succeeding cycle. (3) The mean diameter of follicles 2 m. m. 
or larger in size appeared to increase during the first one-third of 
the cycle. 
Ovulation and Tubal Ova in the Ewe (F. F. McKenzie, E. 
Allen).-A complete series of tubal ova in the ewe has been found. 
Fertilized ova were recovered from ewes as shown in Table 4, the 
number of hours given being the interval following the onset of estrus . 
TABLE 4.-FERTlLIZED OVA RECOVERED FROM EWES 
Ova 
I-celL _______ . ____________ _______ _ 
I-cell with polar body and showing 
male and female pronucleL ______ _ 
2-cell ____________ ~---------------
4-celL ______________________ . ____ _ 
6-8-cdL ___________ . ________ ______ _ 
16-cell (approx.)_~ ________________ _ 
blastocyst~ ______________________ _ 
Interval Following 
Onset of Estrus 
23~-4'-28U hrs. 
34}3' hrs. 
42-44 hrs. 
53;4-55 hrs. 
93-98 hrs. 
5 days 
11 days 
Recovered From 
tube 
tube 
tube 
tub·e 
tube 
uterin horn 
uterin horn 
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FIELD CROPS 
VI. C. ETHERIDGE, ChaJirman 
Genetics and Physiological Effects of the Irradiation of Crop 
Plants CL. J. Stadler, W. R. Tascher, S. F. Goodsell).-Expei-i-
ments have shown that the frequency of deficiency for each of four 
chromosome regions was directly proportional to radiation inten-
sity (doses ranging from 115 to 920 r), and that temper:ature (8 0 to 
43° C.) had no appreciable effect on the frequency of induced defi-
ciency. It also has been shown that the frequency of induced mu-
tation was directly proportional to dosage and was unaffected by 
temperature. Thus, induced chromosomal deficiency parallels in-
duced mutation in response to those factors. 
A systematic relation between deficiencies involving the 
three linked endosperm genes C, Sh, and W.t- has been shown. De-
ficiencies involving Wx alwa:ys involved Sh and C. About one-third of 
the deficiencies involving Sh and C did not invo.Jve W x. A small nunl-
ber of deficiencies involving C did not involve Sh. Apparently, the 
three genes are located on one :arm of the chromosome in the order 
C-Sh-Wx, with C lying nearest the end of the chromosome and Ws 
nearest the point of att1achment. A break at any point resulted in a 
loss of the part of the chromosome severed. More extensive investi-
gation o.f the relative frequency of loss. reSUlting both from pollen. 
treatment and from treatment applied after fertilization has confirmed 
the previous results and has shown also. the rare occurrence of losses 
of Wx, not accompanid by C and Sh. These represent internal defi-
ciencies or "deletions" in which a region of the chromosome not ex-
tending to the end is' lost and the tem1inal region is re-united to the 
portion of the chromosome retained. Cytological studies have con-
firmed the occurrence of internal defi·ciencies. 
Genetic Analysis of Maize CL. ]. Stadler, R. 1'. Kirkpatrick). 
-Twenty-six seedling mutatio11!s. were found in the progenies of X-
rayed maize plants crossed with linkage testers. Ten of the mutants 
gave significant indications of linkage with standard markers in the 
single-ear progenies in which they first appeared. Another phase of 
this project has been published in Research Bulletin 163. 
Oorn Breeding CW. C. Etheridge, L. ]. Stadler, R. T. Kirk-
patrick, W. R. Tascher) .-Selection and self-fertilization were con-
tinued in about 500 strains. Crosses have been made involving 90 of 
the better strains. Ten of the best have been designated as group A 
and the remaining 80 as group B. Strains of group A were inter-
crossed and strains of group B were crossed with each group A strain, 
andaJl were top-crossed on a commercial 1s.train of Reid Yellow Dent. 
Hybrid seed was harvested from 324 different crosses. Owing to crop 
failut:es of )929 and 1930 there were only 48 single-cross stocks. for 
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testing in 1931. One single-cross (W 10 x R3) was outstanding on 
aU fields. Yield tests, of double crosses in comparison with standard 
varieties and commercial hybrids were conducted at Maryville, Shel-
byville, Grain Va~ley, Green Ridge, Columbia, Newtonia, and Sikes-
ton. The superiority of the hybrids to the check variety was consist-
ent on all fields. The margin of superiority of the best hybrid varied 
from.30 to 68 per cent. Of the thirteen commercial hybrids tested 
the best one gave an average increase of seven per cent over the check. 
An unusually good record was made by an Oklahoma commercial va-
riety, Franklin County Yellow Dent, which averaged only twelve per 
cent below the best hybrid. 
Missouri Pastures (W. C. Etheridge, E. M. Brown)*.-The 
feeding results under three systems of grazing on pastures at the Sni-
A-Bar Farms are reported under the title, "Systems of Grazing 13lue-
grass Pasture" in the Animal Husbandry section of this report. Ni-
trogenous fertilizers materially stimulated these bluegrass pastures 
during April and May, improving the palatability of the grass. After 
May the yields were not significantly increased. Phosphate, either 
alone or in combination with nitrogen, failed to increase the yield of 
grass. The addition of potash resulted in no increase. 
Wheat Breeding (W. C. Etheridge, W. R. Tascher).-The 
highest yielding varieties of wheat in the plot tests were Fultz, St. 
Louis Grand Prize, Nabob, T. N. 1047, and Fleming. Fulrtz, the 
highest yielding strain, yielded 33.7 bushels, per acre and Fleming, the 
lowest, 32.0 bushels. On the eleven experiment fields Poole yielded 
best at Columbia; Michigan Wonder at Golden City, Grain Valley, 
Stark City, Elsberry, Green Ridge, and Maryville; Mediterranean at 
Cuba; Currell at Shelbyville; Fulcaster at Sikeston; and Red Wave at 
St. Charles. Selections of Harvest Queen have been tested. Two 
lines 0'£ Fulcaster have been selected las the best from 63 pure lines; 
W545 slightly higher yielding, and W544 slightly better quality. 
Fourteen varieties of wheat from Russia were tested in the observa-
tion plots. 
Spring Barley CW. C. Etheridge, R. T. Kirkpatrick).-The 
higher yielding varieties of barley in the nursery tests were as follows: 
Success Beardless, 27.7 bushels per acre; Eagle, 26.7; Hero, 26.4; 
Minsturdi, 24.8; Sirroche, 23.8; Improved Manchuria, 22.6; Ruble, 
22.4. Tests in seven different sections of Missouri showed an aver-
age yield per acre of 29.7 bushels for Trebi, 27.9 for Oderbrucker, 
and 26.9 for Velvet. 
The Breeding of Oats CW. C. Etheridge, R. T. Kirkpatrick).-
The better varieties of oats and their yields in the nursery tests were 
as follows: Columbia, 55.1 bushels per acre; Fulghum, 52.0; Selec-
tion from Texas Red, 50.6; Selection from Burt, 49.9; Fulghum, 
49.2; Burt, 48.4; Kanot:l, 48.2. In nine different sections of Missouri 
*In cooperation with U. S. Department of Agrioulture and Sni·A·Bar Far'ms. Grain 
Yalley, Mo. 
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the better varieties and their yields were as follows: Columbia, 50.5 
bushels per acre; Fulghum (Kanota), 48.5; Fulghum, 47.2; Albion, 
45.9; Burt, 44.9; Kherson, 42.0. Columbia, the new oat first distribut-
ed to Missouri Farmers in 1930, was the high yielding variety in 
both tests. Selections made in 1929 from hybrids made in 1926 were 
tested for the first time in 1931. The yields varied from 41.6 to 67.5 
bushels, while the Ful,ghum check yielded 62.1 bushels per acre. 
Comparison. of Grain Sorghum with Corn for Grain and Hay 
Production (C. A. Helm).-In rotation with wheat and red clover 
where lime and fertilizer have been used grain sorghum has yielded 5 
bushels more per acre than corn during a five-year period. Without 
such treatment the margin of grain sorghum over corn has been about 
6 bushels per acre. Thisl year at Stark City the three 1110st productive 
fields of corn yielded 39.8 bushels while the three best fields of grain 
sorghum yielded 67.1 bushels per acre. With no soil treatment the 
yields were 25.7 bushels of corn, as compared with 43.3 bushels of grain 
sorghum. At Cuba yields of grain sorghum and corn were almost 
identical. 
Grain Sorghum in Missouri (C. A. Helm).-Pink Kafir yield-
ed 58.9 bushels of grain and 3.2 tons of fodder at Stark City. The 
leading variety of sweet sorghum, Atlas, yielded 54.1 bushels, of grain 
and 6.5 tons of fodder. At Cuba Pink Kafir produced 41.6 bushels 
of grain and 1.6 tons of fodder and Atlas yielded 25 bushels of grain 
and 1.4 tons of fodder. 
Varieties and Selections of Soybeans (W. C. Etheridge, B. M. 
King) .-In 37 varieties and strains of soybeans tested at Columbia, 
Elsberry, and Sikeston, several promising selections for hay and 
seed production were found.. One hundred seventy-five plant se-
l'ections were made from the Fs generation of a group of artificial 
hybrids. 
Promising varieties of soybeans were tested at Columbia, 
Green Ridge, Stark City, Cuba, Elsberry, and Sikeston. Wilson 
and Virginia led in hay and seed production at Cuba and were high 
in tests at other fields. Manchu produced the highest yield of seed 
at Stark City, Green Ridge, arid Sikeston, and Illini at Elsberry. 
In hay production: Laredo was superior in all tests as to quantity 
produced. Its usefulness, however was limited by its prostrate 
growth habits and lateness of maturity. The yields of Wilson 
and Virginia were good, both as to quality and quantity of hay 
yields. 
The Effect of Crop Rotation on Cotton Yields (W. C. Ether-
idge, B. M. King) .-A series of seven crop rotations, each includ-
ing cotton, was started at Sikeston to determine the effect of rye, 
seeded in cotton middles and plowed under the following spring 
on the succeeding crop; The effect of soybeans planted in corn on 
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the yield of the corn and on the yields of the crops that follow 
corn; and the relative yields of cotton grown in various balanced 
rotations. Since this is the first year of the rotation no data are 
available. 
Varieties of Cotton (W. C. Etheridge, B. M. Killg).-Cotton 
variety tests were conducted on rich, heavy land at Hayti and on 
fine sandy loam of moderate fertility at Sikeston. The acre yields 
of seed cotton produced were as follows: 
TABLE 5.-COMPARATIVE YIELDS OF COTTON VARIETIES 
--_._-- ------.-----.------------
Pounds Cotton Per Acre 
Variety 1---------1------------
Price _____________ __ _____ _______ _ 
Delfos __ . __________ __ _____ ___ ___ _ 
Rowden 40 _______ _____ ___ _____ __ _ 
Cleveland (Wilson) ________ __ ___ __ _ 
Acala 5-37 __________ ____ __ ______ _ 
Stoneville No. L ___ ______________ _ 
Stoneville No. 3 ______ __ __________ _ 
Half-HalL __________ __ ___ ____ ___ _ 
Hayti 
2096.0 
2175.0 
1740.0 
1985.5 
1612.2 
2251.5 
1997.5 
Sikeston 
1466.2 
1683.7 
1151.2 
1218.7 
1353.7 
1282 . 5 
1308.7 
Fertilizer Tests With Cotton (W. C. Etheridge, B. M. King). 
-At Hayti only a slight increase in yield resulted from the 
fertilizer treatments used. In previous tests 400 pounds of 4-12-4 
usually resulted in a substantial increase in yield. At Sikeston an 
application of 400 pounds of 4-10-6 gave the largest increase JI1 
yield, amounting to 675 pounds of seed cotton per acre. 
DAIRY HUSBANDRY 
A. C. RAGSDALE, Chairman 
The Hormone of the Anterior Pituitary (Galactin) (C. \v. 
Turner, W_ U. Gardner, A. B. Schultz).-In rabbits at the end of 
pseudo-pregnancy or ;after a short. period of involution, three or 
four days' treatment with the hormone of the anterior pituitary 
(galactin) produced mammary glands as thick or thicker than 
those following normal parturition. In cases where involution 
has progressed further a longer period of treatment was required. 
Lactation also has been induced in gonadectomized male and fe-
male rabbits in which the duct system was grown with theelin, and 
then the lobule system grown with theelin plus corporin. Perhaps 
these are the first experimental animals in which the entire growth 
and lactation of the mammary gland were induced by the proper 
sequence in the administration of the hormones. Galactin was 
found to be ineffective in stimulating directly the growth either 
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of the ducts or lobules of the mammary gland. Further investiga-
tion indicated that galactin was not identical with the sex matur-
ing hormone, although the luteinizing hormone appeared to be 
present in the crude extracts of galactin. Efforts have been made 
to purify the crude extract. 
The Use of Galactin in Different Species (C. W. Turner, W. U. 
Gardner, A. B. Schultz).-Extracts of galactin which were used 
successfully with rabbits were found to be ineffective in stimu-
lating renewed lactation in castrated mature rats in which the 
mammary glands were involuted (non-lactating). Some secretory 
activity was induced in rats by the use of theelin, corporin, and ga-
lactin. The ovarian hormones, theelin and corp orin were neces-
sary in the induction of lactation with rat pituitary implants. The 
observations on guinea pigs were similar to those with rabbits. 
Lactation was obtained in a male guinea pig which had previously 
received theelin. Lactation also was induced in matured spayed 
females. . 
The Estrogenic Hormones (C. W. Turner, A. H. Frank, A. B. 
Schultz, E. T. Gomet) .-Long· continued injections of the crude 
extract of the estrus producing hormone from the urine of dairy 
cattle into immature castrate female rats induced only duct de-
velopment with the limited lobule proliferation characteristic of 
the adult virgin female. Both theelin and theelol produced duct 
growth in castrate immature females. Neither small amounts nor 
large amounts of theelin for periods of twenty days were capable 
of initiating secretory activity in the mammary glands of either 
castrate or normal female rats. The injection of the estrogenic 
hormones over a long period of time into male rabbits has shown 
that the slight lobule development resulting from hormone in-
jection for short periods was not extended. Theelin and theelol 
had the same physiological effect upon the mammary gland. The 
injection of the estrogenic hormone into the male mice produced 
similar growth of the duct system and long continued injections 
did not result in lobule development. However, in the case of 
guinea pigs subcutaneous injections of the hormones caused not 
only rapid growth of the duct system, but an extensive proliferation 
of lobules. 
The Corpus Luteum Hormone (Corporin) (C. W. Turner, A. 
H. Frank, A. B. Schultz, E. 1'. Gomez).-In rabbits rapid growth 
of the lobules of the mammary gland was induced by the injection 
of corp orin and the estrogenic hormones. Similar results have been 
obtrained in the rat and the mouse. Attempts to extract corporin 
from the urine of pregnant cattle have been unsuccessful. 
The N onnal Growth of the Mammary Gland of Albino 
Mice (C. W. Turner, E. W. Gomez).-The entire cycle of devel-
opment of the mammary gland in Albino mice from the earliest 
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embryonic stages to birth and during extrauterine life, pregnancy, 
lactation, and involution has been studied and described. 
The Relative Cell and Plasma Volume of the Blood of Lactat-
ing, Non-lactating, and Growing Dairy Cattle (C. W. Turner, H. 
A. Herman) .-Research Bulletin 159 is a report upon this investigation. 
Changes in the Composition of the Blood of Dairy Cattle Dur-
ing Milk Fever (Parturient Paralysis) (C. W. Turner, H. A. Her-
man) .-Analyses made on the blood of seventeen affected cows 
have shown that although both hypophosphatemia and hypocal-
cemia exist in cows suffering from milk fever it appeared that as 
the calcium was lowered the phosphorus also was lowered, and the 
calcium to phosphorus ratio was maintained. The treatment of 
milk fever has been by the injection of 500 to 1000 c. c of a ten 
per cent solution of calcium gluconate. 
The Functional Individuality of! the Mammary Glands of the 
Udder of the Dairy Cow (C. W. Turner).-It has been shown that 
the persistency of milk secretion is an orderly process declining 
from month to month at a fairly constant percentage of the prev-
ious month's production. The rate of decline of the four quarters 
was remarkably uniform, although there were many individual 
animals that showed considerable variability. An attempt has been 
made to determine the physiological mechanism controlling the de-
cline of milk secretion and regulating the rate of activity of the 
gland. 
The Course of Growth in Weight and Linear Size and Feed 
Consumption With Age (A. C. Ragsdale, Samuel Brody).-Data 
have been accumulated on 313 individuals from the Holstein, J er-
sey, Ayrshire, and Guernsey breeds. Individual variations have 
been determined in order that the differences in the efficiency of 
individual animals may be measured and the reasons for these 
differences determined. 
The Efficiency of the Growth Process at Various Ages Under 
Various Conditions of ,Management, Fattening, Milk Production, 
etc. (S. Brody, Warren Hall, U. S. Ashworth; and A. G. Hogan, 
H. L. Kempster, A. C. Ragsdale, E. A. Trowbridge, and their as-
sociates cooperating).-The energy expended by dairy and beef 
cattle, sheep, horses, swine, chickens, and rats, has been related to 
body weight and to age. The average energy expense of quiet 
standing was about nine per cent greater than quiet lying; the av-
erage heat increment of normal feeding was about 25 per cent 
above basal metabolism in cattle and 30 per cent in sheep, horses, 
and swine. Males had a 10 per cent higher metabolic level than 
females. The metabolic level in castrated animals was the same as 
for females. The heat production level in lactating dairy cattle 
was 30 to 60 per cent higher than in dry animals; in lactating beef 
cattle about 27 per cent higher. The least. (endogenous) nitrogen 
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excretion in rats was between 100 to 150 mg. of nitrogen per kilo-
gram of body weight, depending somewhat on age. 
Evaluating Dairy Sires (Warren Gifford).-The average pro-
cator for succeeding daughters. Their yearly production-in butter-
fat may be expected to be within 50 pounds of the average produc-
tion of the first ten daughters. 
duction of the first ten daughters of a sire may be used as an indi-
The Effect of FOTced Production Records on the Transmitting 
Ability of Dairy Cows (Warren Gifford).-A study of high pro-
ducing Guernsey cows showed that there was nO' significant differ-
ence between the production records of daughters that were born 
before their dams had been tested under the so-called forced sys-
tem, and the daughters born after the Advanced Registry tests. 
The Effect of Frequency of Milking on the Annual Produc-
tion of Dairy Cows (Warren Gifford, J. E. Crosby) .-Cows milked 
four times daily produced approximately 20 per cent more butter-
fat than cows milked three times daily and as per cent more but-
terfat than those milked twice daily. 
A Study of Polythelia in Dairy Cattle (Warren Gifford).-The 
udders of 4,829 female and 135 male dairy cattle have been exam-
ined for the frequency and location of the supernumeraries. In 
general, three types have been found: (1) Those at the rear of 
the normal, (2) those between the normal, and (3) those attached 
at the base of the normal teats. About one-fourth of all cows ob-
served had one or more supernumeraries. There was no signifi-
cant difference between the productiO'n records of cows with, and 
those without supernumeraries. 
The Relationship of the Quality of Raw Milk to the Quality of 
the Resultant Dairy Products (W. H. E. Reid, F. O. Briggson).-
Butter and skim milk pO'wder manufactured from high grade milk 
scored from one to five points higher than that made from low 
grade milk. It also stored better. The quality of the milk received: 
varied with the methods of handling and the equipment used. 
There was almost a direct relationship between the temperature 
of the milk when delivered at the plant and the bacterial count. 
The Effect of Heat on the Colloidal, Physical, and Chemical 
Changes Occurring in Milk (E. R. Garrison, Hans Jenny).-Milk 
wlas subjected to electro-dialysis. Anionsl were removed at a much 
slower rate than cations at first, but after approximately 33 min-
utes anions were removed more rapidly than cations. During the first 
period of electro-dialysis cations were removed more slowly from milk 
that had been boiled one hour than from raw milk. After approximately 
seven minutes the cations were removed at a faster rate from boiled 
milk than from rlaw milk. Boiling did not affect the rate of removal of 
anions. The cations studied were adsorbed in the following order: 
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Calcium> Barium> Li thium > S:::>dium > Potassium. The anions studied 
were adsorbed in the following order: P04>S04>Cl. 
Precessing Skim Milk Pewder in Cettage Cheese (W. H. E . 
Reid, C. L. Fleshman).-There was a direct relationship between 
the acidity of the curd and whey, the percentlage yield, and the phys-
ical properties of the finished cheese. The curd acidity served 
as an indicator of the best time to cut the curd. Cottage cheese 
manufactured fro111 reinforced skim milk compared favorably with 
cottage cheese manufactured from normal skim milk. Skim milk 
powder manufactured by either the spray or vacuum drum process 
was satisfactory. 
The Remeval ef Undesirable Flavers frem Milk CW. H. E . 
Reid, W. E. Painter) .-CompO'unds O'f a chlerine nature used proper-
ly, enhanced the keeping qualities of cheddar and cottage cheese and 
removed some foreign flavors. Some compounds were very sat-
isfactory and others were objectionable. The flavor and keeping 
qualities of cottage cheese were improved by chlorination of the 
rinse water. 
Rela,tien ef Instant Freezing and Quick Hardening to' the 
Physical Properties ef Ice Cream, Sherbets, and Ices of Differ-
ent Flavers CW. H. E. Reid, M. W. Ha1es.-Photo-Micrographs 
of ice cream instantly frozen shO'wed that the ice crystals were 
very small. Semi-frozen ice cream that was permitted to rise in 
temperature and to partially melt lost its delicate flavor, fineness 
of texture, and smoothness of body. Photo-micrographs showed 
that the minute ice crystals had lost their individuality and fused to 
form large spiney ice crystals. It therefore was important to main-
tain the ice crystals in this small size. Hardening ice cream by 
forced air circulation produced a much improved product. 
The Effect ef the Quality ef the Cream Used in Ice Cream 
Mixtures Upen Pasteurization Efficiency CE. R. Garrison, in co-
operation with B. W. Hammar, Iowa State College).-Pasteuriza-
tion efficiency of ice cream mixtures at 145 0 F. ranged from 89.1 
to 99.7 per cent. Mixtures pasterized at 160 0 F. for 30 minutes fre-
quently contained over 50,000 bacteria per c. c. In sweet cream 
mixtures high reduction in bacterial count was secured at 150 0 F. 
although in a few samples a high bacterial content was maintained 
when pasteurized at 155 0 F. Mixtures from cream of poor quality 
contained several thousand bacteria per c. c. when pasteurized at 
155 0 F. A high pasteurization efficiency was obtained at 160 0 F. 
in most cases. Raising the temperature instantly to' 1500 F. gave 
better pasteurization efficiency than when the temperature was 
raised slowly over a two-hour period. 
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AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 
O. R. JOHNSON, Cl~GJirma.n 
Cost of Farm Operation in Northwest Missouri (0. R. John-
son, E. E. McLean) .-Of 140 farms surveyed the twenty most 
profitable showed labor incomes of $226 per farm. The twenty 
!c:last profitable showed a loss of $4,496 and the average of the 140 
showed a loss of $1,440. 
Economic Aspects of the Farm Poultry Enterprise (0. R. 
Johnson, Ben H. Frame).-This project is in cooperation with 
the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, United States Department 
of Agriculture and the Department of Poultry Husbandry. Table 
6 shows the profit per hen in flocks of varying sizes. 
TABLE 6.-PROFIT PER HEN FROM 69 FARM POULTRY RECORDS, 1924-1931 
Number in Number of Income Per Cost Per Profit Per 
Flock Records Hen Hen Hen 
25- 74 9 $1. 97 $2.08 -$.11 
75-124 21 2.49 2.52 - .03 
125-174 10 2.60 1.92 + .68 
175-224 15 2.20 2.16 + .04 
225-274 6 2.95 2.29 + .66 
275-324 7 3.00 2.72 + .28 
325-374 1 2.73 3.17 - .44 
Cost of Family Living on the Farm (Ben H. Frame).-During 
the years 1927 to 1930 inclusive total cash expenses ranged from 
$754.144 to $1,051.52 for owner- and tenant-operated farms. Farm 
products used (not including residence) ranged from $259.~1 to 
$388.90. The total living cost varied from $1,072.49 to $1,328.55. 
The to-tal living cost was lower for owners than for tenants. 
The Relation of Farm Improvements to Earnings and Value 
of Farm Land (0. R. Johnson, J. C. Wooley).-The Linn County 
records have been summarized and individual reports made to the 
farm cooperators. Final analysis has not been completed. The 
net income per acre on the 30 most profitable farms in the 110 sur-
veyed was $9. The 30 least profitable showed a loss of nine cents 
per acre. The average net income per acre of all farms surveyed 
was $4.78. 
Marketing Livestock (F. L. Thomsen, W. R. Fankhanel).-
Published in Research Bulletin 165. 
Operating Problems of Farmers' Elevators (F. L. Thomsen, 
W . R. Fankhanel, W. ]. Hart).-Published in Station Bulletin 
311. 
Grades and Prices of Eggs (F. L. Thomsen).-On account of 
poor quality arid lack of uniform grading and selling prices, Mis_ 
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souri eggs sell on eastern markets at discounts. By producing high-
er quality eggs and grading them prices may be improved. Dealers 
in some sections of the State have started to buy on this basis. 
The weighted average price paid for graded eggs in 1931 was near-
ly two cents more per dozen than the usual price paid in the 
same territory. 
Seasonal Hog Marketing (F. L. Thomsen, W. R. Fankhanel). 
--Owing to difficulty in securing accurate and complete data on 
shipments of live stock the original purpose of this project has had 
to be temporarily abandoned. Data on hog prices at the different 
markets serving Missouri show striking changes in price relation-
~hips between markets. Prices at the different markets have been 
compared to determine whether or not greater net retUl11S can be 
~,ecured through more careful choice of markets. 
The Farm Real Estate Situation in Missouri (C. H . Hammar, 
R. P. Callaway).-Published in Research Bulletin 172. 
Technique of Rural Real Estate Assessment (C. H. Hammar). 
-Published in Research Bulletin 169. 
Tax Delinquency on Farm Real Estate in Missouri (C. H. 
Hammar).-A large amount of delinquency in the payment of tax-
es on rural real estate exists in all counties studied. Delinquency 
of one year is much larger than that of longer duration. However, 
there is much of from two to five years' standing. Apparently two 
major causes produced this delinquency: (1) The continued de-
pression in agriculture and the particularly severe price declines 
since 1929; (2) the inaccuracy and inflexibility of assessment 
and equalization. 
The Rural Tax Problem in Missouri (C. H. Hammar).-An 
index to farm property taxes has been constructed. These taxes 
hJave grown rapidly and in 1928 they were 285.6 per cent above the 
1914 figure. However, in 1929 they decreased somewhat and 
further declines since have been registered. 
TYP'es of Farming in Missouri [C. H. Hammar, W. ]. Roth 
(U. S. D. A.) ]-The agriculture of Missouri is unusually complex, 
ranging from the heavily specialized growing of cotton in the South-
east Lowlands to the almost equally specialized production of 
corn, hogs, and beef cattle in Northwest Missouri. An important 
dairy area is located in the Southwestern Oziark Plateau, and a 
notable fruit country is in the southwest corner of the State. 
Around the City of St. Louis is a truck crop and wheat area. 
Dairying and wheat production o·ccupy a large place in the North-
eastern Ozark border counties. 
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Vv. J. ROBBINS, Chairman 
The Control of Smuts of Small Grains (C. M. Tucker) .-The 
formaldehyde dust and soak treatments and DuBay dust No. 1134 
gave satisfactory smut control. Both formaldehyde treatments re-
sulted in slightly decreased germination. Seeds treated with Du-
Bay No. 1134 germinated slightly better than untreated seeds. Ex-
posure to an X-ray dosage of 4080 r reduced smut infection about 
one-third. Increasing the dosage resulted in no further decrease 
of smut infection. Loose smut in barley was reduced from 5 per 
cent to .2 per cent by soaking the seeds three hours at 45° C. 
Shorter soaking periods at higher temperatures failed to control 
the smut. X-radiation of dry, dormant barley up to 16,32@ r failed 
to control smut. Soaked, aerated, and dried seeds X-rayed with 
3840 r eliminated the smut entirely, but caused a very large reduc-
tion in germination and reproduction. 
Virus Diseases (C. M. Tucker).-Cowpea mosaic was found 
to be transmitted through the seeds. Attempts to cultivate the 
virus of tobacco mosiac were unsucces,sfu1. 
Morphologic and Physiologic Studies on the Genus Phytoph-
thora (C. M. Tucker).-Cultures have been received from Holland, 
Hawaii, Canada, and India. P . manoana, isolated in Hawaii is syn-
onymous with P. pa;lmivora. Another Hawaiian isolation, proposed as 
a new genus, Pseudopythium, is P . cinnalfnomi. 
Environmental Factors and Infections of Seedlings by Pyth-
ium sp. and Rhizoctonia sp. (C. M. Tucker).-The use of copper 
carbonate, formaldehyde dust, and organic mercury preparations for 
damping-off varies widely with the different species in which it is 
used. Sdarlet flax (nmtm sp.) was adversely affected by formalde-
hyde dust, g!aillardia and calendula by copper corbonate, and gyp-
sophila by both copper carbonate and formaldehyde dust. Formalde-
hyde dust and DuBay dust No. 738 both gave satisfactory control of 
damping-off of carnation, sweet william, and petunia. 
Flag Smut Survey (C. M. Tucker).-A survey has been made 
in St. Charles, St. Louis, Buchanan, Platte, Audt1ain, and Holt Coun-
ties. In. surveys in 1923 and 1930 flag smut was reported in these vi-
cinities. The disease was found in three fields of Red Wave Wheat in 
St. Charles and St. Louis Counties. The loss was very slight. In the 
northwestern counties no flag smut was found. This survey was made 
in cooperation with the U. S. Department of Agriculture, and the Mis-
souri State Board of Agriculture. 
Identification of Plant Diseases (C. M. Tucker).-Several new 
or unusual plant diseases were discovered in Missouri. A pink mold 
of cultivated mushrooms caused by an undescribed species of Diolo-
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cladium, a canker of the young branches of Albizzia Iltlibrissin caused 
by a Nectria sp., a stem canker of snapdragons caused by Botrytis sp ., 
'a rot of pepper fruks" caused by an unreported species of diaporthe, a 
foot and root rot of false dragon head and annual an.d perennial Del-
phinium spp. caused by Sclerotium Delphinii., bacterial blight of Glad-
iolus caused by Bacteriwn Gummis~td'ans., a root rot of rooted cuttings 
of English ivy caused by Pythium de Baryanwn, anthracnose of Oal-
ifornia privet caused by GlomerellaJ cingula;ta, a canker of branches of 
Magnolia caused by Diplodia ma,gnoliae, leaf spot of alfalfa caused by 
ThyrospoYaJ sarcinaejorme., bacterial spot of tomato caused by Bac-
terium vesicatoriu., root rot of rhubarb caused by Phytophthora para-
sitica. 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
]. C. WOOLEY, Clwirman 
Power, Labor, and Machinery Costs (M. M. Jones, D. D. 
Smith) .-The cost of. horse labor varied from 5 to 20 cents per hour, 
depending upon the number of hours worked ann.ually. Where trac-
tors were used they replaced approximately four horses. The tractor 
farms had a considerably higher labor efficiency as indicated by the 
crop acres per man. Tractors were used mostly in peak seasons and 
should not be considered as competing with horse labor, but rather as 
complementary Jo horse labor. 
Soybean Harvester 0. C. Wooley, O. E. Hu~hes).-There is 
a need for a small soybean harvester which will cut and thresh soy-
beans and not crack or split the seed. A machine with a five-foot cut 
and using a five-foot cylinder or beater has been constructed. Straw 
walkers carry out the straw and scatter it on the land. Pods and 
beans are collected together. 
Tile Drains for Missouri Soils (J. C. Wooley) .-Lines of tiles 
placed 30 feet deep land spaced 200 feet apart on bottom land soil 
were effective in lowering the ' water level in the soil with sufficient 
rapidity to prevent damage to crops. Tile Vnes located under head-
lands were more satisfactory than. under open ditches. On Missis-
sippi bottom land soil at Elsberry tile lines must be laid shallow and at 
intervals as small as 50 feet. The cost of such an installation is not 
justified at present. 
Rural Electrification in Missouri (R. R. Parks).-There are 
now 16,000 farms with high line electricity. Over 7,500 additional 
farms have their own individual plants. During the year there has 
been an 11 per cent increase in the use of electricity on Missouri farms. 
The average annual consumption per farm was 789 kilowatt hours. 
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Electric Brooding (R. R. Parks) .-A total cost of 34 cents each 
was recorded for 1684 chicks brooded to 12 weeks of age. The cost of 
different methods of brooding varied from 30 cents for one of the new 
type combination brooders to 38 cents where coal was used. 
Grain Harvesting (M. M. Jones, D. D. Smith).-A small plot 
of Harvest Queen wheat remained in good condition standing in the 
field for 7~ weeks lafter binder cutting time. At any time during this 
period it could have been harvested with a combine. During the 
same period the effect of the weather upon the moisture content was 
noted in shocked grain, windrowed grain, and standing grain. The 
test weight at the beginning of the period was 59~ pounds in all cases. 
After a three-day wet period beginning on the 23rd day of the trial 
the test weight of the shocked grain was 59 and that of the windrowed 
and standing grain 57. At the end of 7~ weeks the weight was 51 
for windrowed grain, 52 for standing grain, ,and 5-4 for shocked grain. 
Milk Cooling (D. D. Smith, E. R. Garrison).-Stirring the 
milk or circulating the water in the cooling tank shortened the time 
required for cooling. However, when milk was stored in w.ater 35° 
to 45 0 F. neithelr stirring nor circulating the water gave a; lower hac-
teria count. Cooling milk with water at a temperature of 65 0 to 72° 
F. did not give satisfactory results. Different methods of cooling 
did not affect the flavor of the milk. 
ENTOMOLOGY 
L. HASEMAN, Chairman 
The Establishment of a State Wide Series of Godling' Moth 
Breeding Cages (L. Haseman, Paul H. Johnson).-ln the Ozark 
::::rea 17 ca~es have been placed with 17 cooperators who have report-
ed on moth emergence. In Central Missouri 9 cages have been 
placed with 8 cooperators <:''l1d in Northern Missouri 13 cages with 10 
cooperators. From 75 to 100 worms were pliaced in eadI cage, the 
exact number beil;J.g recorded. Reports have been received twice a 
week on the number of moths that emerged. Local weather condi-
tions also were reported. F!'om thes'e data the spray dates for each 
area were determined. 
The Effect of Latitude, Longitude, Elevation, and Exposure 
on Moth Development (L. Haseman, Paul H. Johnson).-The 
Hopkins b,ioclimatic 18W seemed to apply to the codling moth in gen-
eral. That is, for each five degrees longitude .and for each 400 feet 
in elevation there was ClI delay of four days in the life activjties to the 
north and east in the spring and the reveJrse in the fall. Howlever, 
the exposure and variation in local winter conditions materidly af-
fected moth emergence. 
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Bait Traps to Supplement Breeding Cages (L. Hasema n, Pau l 
J ohnson) .-After the ove r-win t,ering wonn s have eill erged it is di f-
licult to restock the breed ing c,ages to g ive an accurate record of moth 
activ ity for th e j'est of th e sUlllmer. J3iait traps have been used to 
supplement the cages for [he la ter records. T he record of the trap 
catch of moths indi ca ted the 111o[ h emergence. The traps were of 
"a luc ,) 5 indicators . rather than as a l11 eans o f rcducin g moths and 
Il'orm s, 
Fig. 4.- oel ling moth bl'ced ing cage an d trce hand in pos iti I I. 
Use of Tree Bands for Determining Late Brood Moth Ac-
t ivity (1. IJ ase11l <l n, P a ul II. J ohnson).-Tree ban Is have been 
used during July, August, and September for coll ecting and obse1'v-
ing worm, pupa, and moth development . In ad dition to foll owing moth 
development th e g rower also may destroy many worms by thi s means. 
Spray Control of Apple Worms (L. Haseman, Paul H . John -
son ) .- By using the prop I' dosage and proper timing, losses from 
1V0rms may be r duced to as low as 8 or 10 per cent 0 E the p,icJced 
fruit where the worm popu'lati ns are nat too high . To accomplish 
I'his the dosage of lead arsenate must be increased from I pound to 
10 or 2 po unds to 50 gallons of spray. Summer oil did not' add to 
the effectiveness of th e spray. T he timing of Spt'l,;1.Ys by moth emerg-
ence has been developed as well as can be expected. 
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Chemically Treated Bands as Supplement to Spray Control of 
Codling Moth (L. Haseman, Paul H. Johnson).-Where popula-
tions of worms have been a.l1owed to build up to unreasonable num-
bers sprays will not control them. Tree bands treated with a mix-
ture of engine oil and beteJ napthol and appilied to the tree trunks early 
in June have proved a valuable supplement. Unfortunately, bands 
get the worms after the dam;age has been done but tit prevents the 
worms' offspring from damaging more fruit. Cleaning the orchard 
and packing house helped greatly. 
The Lethal Action of Arsenic on Codling Moth Larvae (L. 
Haseman, Paul H. Johnson) .-No .:dnal resistance to arsenic has 
been found in worms from Color.ado, Virginia, or Missouri. The 
worms were equally susceptible. It was, thought that perhaps worms 
in some localilties were becoming lTiore resistant to arsenic. 
Tarnished Plant Bug (L. Haseman, Paul H. Johnson).-Tar-
nished plant bug has been causing a large number of buttoned berries. 
The following sprays seemed to give better control. Four ounces of 
potash vegetable soc:.p to 1 gallon of water, The addition of 40 per 
cent nicotine sulphate diluted 1 - 1600 seemed to improve this spray. 
Red Arrow (PyJ.1e1hrum) plus soap gave good control. 
Strawberry CI10wn Blorer (1. Haseman, Paul H. Johnson).-
At Cassville spraying with two pounds of arsenate of lead to 50 
gallons of water proved far more satisfactory than dusting with 1 
pound of arsenate of lead land 5 pounds of hydrated lime. At 
Sarcoxie infestation was light and the plants failed to show much 
differenoe. 
Hessian-fly-resistant Varieties of Wheat (L. Haseman).-This 
project is in cooperation with t11e Department of Field Crops. Hlini 
Chief, which formerly was the least susceptible variety, showed heavy 
infestation. Fulcz:ster, usuaHy considered average in susceptibility, 
showed less than one-third as heavy infestation as IIlini Chief. The 
percentage of straws infested ranged from 11.4 for the Fulcaster to 
36.9 for Michigan Wonder. 
The Use of Insecticides (L. Haseman, Paul H. Johnson).-
Barium fluosilicate and synthetic cryolite were effective .:'s dusts fOor 
protecting cucurbits from striped and spotted cucumber beetles. Bar-
ium fluosilicate and calcium arsenate applied as dusts cleared late 
potatoes of infestation by blister beetle.s in three hours. Neither in-
"ecticide ki1led the beetles and they returned after rains had w.:,shed 
the insecticides off. The use of coal-tar dye for coloring arsenate of 
J,ead and calcium arsenate did not affect their insecticidal value. Sev-
eral comm;ercial brands of pyrethrum used zo's sprays for controLling 
the tarnished plant hug on strawberries were unsatisfactory. A cheap 
homemade so~t so'ap as a cont:act insecticide fO'r tarnished plant bug 
on strawberries gave the most encouraging results. 
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Periodical Recurrence, of Insect Pests (L. Haseman). 
Grasshoppers. In Centrc:.,l Missouri grasshoppers reached the 
peak of abundance during the summer and faU of 1931. Rainfall, 
disease, parasitic mites, and Mister beetJ,es have helped reduce their 
number. 
Chinch Bugs. The cold dashing rains practically eliminated the 
.early spring generation of young bugs in some regions. 
Hessian Fly. This scourge of whec:.t is. on the decline due to 
parasites, diseas'e, and we.ather conditions. 
Ha.rleql~in Cabbage Bug. The mild open winter enabled this pest 
to live over in such numbers that it has reached the proportion of a 
r'cal scourge on cabbage and related crops. 
Blister Beetles. Since some of these species feed on the eggs of 
grasshoppers the abundant crop of hoppers' eggs during the fall of 
1931 caused this year's crop of beetles to increase materially. 
Insect Pests of Melons (L. Haseman, Preston B. McCall). 
Striped C1f,cmnber Beetle. Arsenicals and barium fluosilicate have 
proved the most economical controls for stl-iped cucumber beeti1les. 
Plowing under the vines and green fruits as soon .as the crop is har-
vested and the destruction: of leaves and rubbish materidly reduced! 
the number of beetles the following summer. 
AI elon Louse. This insect attacks cotton! and the two crops 
f'hould not be grown. adjoining each other. \Vhen first signs of lice 
are observed the inf.ested hills should be covered with dirt or treated 
with nicotine. 
Sqnash Bug. The squash bug was far less abundant tbis tyear 
than last. Sanitr.rtion about the garden and surroundingt grounds re-
duced the number of over-win1:ering bugs. The destruction of resi-
due of an infested crop was helpful. The use of a trap crop and 
prompt hand destruction saved much later loss. No practical control 
with contact chemicals has been perfected. 
AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY 
A. G. HOGAN, Chairma'rn 
Chemical SelfVice (L. D. Haigh, W. S. Ritchie, E. W. Cowan, 
A. R. Hall) .-Materials have been analyzed for other departments 
Iof the University and for individual~ and companies from various 
parts of the State. During the year 1199 determinations have been 
made. 
Nutritive Properties in Meat (A. G. Hogan, W. S. Ritchie). 
-Muscle meat as the sole source of protein proved .entirely satisfac-
tory through six generations of albino rats. Liver has proved ade-
quate through three generations. Kidney has been used through two 
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generations, but is somewhat less satisfactory than muscle or liver 
tissue. 
The Action of Radioactive Substances on Vitamins CA. G. 
Hog:an, W. S. Ritchie) .-Butter exposed to mesothorium fOT ten days 
was bleached and became inactive asa sourCe of vitamin A. There 
was no increase in rancidity 'or any change in the iodine number. Low 
temperatures, one to two degrees c., did not affect the time required 
for bleaching. 
Soluble Supplements for the Chick CA. G. Hogan, R. V. 
Boucher) .--Satisfactory growth of chicks was secured with ,a ration 
of the following percentag'e composition: casein 35, sta:rch 34, lard 11, 
cod li'ver oil 2, cellulose 3, salts 4 and soll1blie vitamin supplements 
(acid hydrolyzed yeast 4, ether extract of egg yolk 2, liver extract 
4, tikitiki 1). The removal of any of these supplements resulted in 
a decreased rate of growth. These supplements apparently were not 
adequate for a complete life cycle. 
Effect of Ultra-Violet Rays on the Dermatitis-Preventing Vi-
tamin (A. G. Hogan. L. R. Ri chardson).-An earlier report stated 
that a factor of the vitamin B complex was destroyed by ultra-violet 
rays. Other workers and subsequent attempts at this Station were 
only partially successful in vlerifying this. Addition~l investigations 
have shown that if the mother of the experimental r,ats C after the 
litter was 15 days old) was given a ration entirely free of \~itamin 
B, if lard was removed from the diet, and if irradiation was with a 
powerful lamp at a short distance, all animals developed derma:titis . 
HOME ECONOMICS 
MABEL V. CAMPBELL, Chainnr-n 
Durability of White and Colored Cotton Materials (AdelIa 
Eppel Ginter, Sophie Pearl mutter, Margaret Partl ow).-The gar-
ments which have 'been analyzed at the present time showed that wear 
due to use as measured by tensile strength decrease was much greater: 
fi'llingwise and about the same warpwise as was wear due to launcler-
int;o Tensile ~trength measurements varied greatly when taken be-
f()~e and :dter laundering. In ginghClm,; the percentage loss in tensile 
strength per laundering was about the same filling'Nise after the fab-
rics were laundered five times as after they were laundered 157 times, 
but the opposite occurred warpwise. In five muslins tested none was 
worn out as measured by the tensile strength until after 100 launder-
ings. The original tensile strength values were changed by launder-
ing so that they could not be used as indicators. It seems impossible 
to determine the tensile strength of the whole fabric since there are 
two values to consiider, warp and filling. Wear was accompanied by a 
decrease in tensile strength, as well as in thickness and weight. 
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The Vitamin Content of Eggs (Bertha Bisbey, Sylvia Cover). 
-There was no significant difference in the vitamin D Content of eggs 
from White Rock hens (brown eggs) or eggs from White Leghorn 
hens (white eggs). 
The Effect of Adding Base to, a Diet Deficient in Vitamin D 
(Bertha Bisbey, Sy;lvia Cover).-The pH values of the intestinal con-
tents and the percentage of calcium in green and dry extracted femurs 
welle obtained for rats on the following diets: 
1. A diet adequate in all respects except vitamin D 
2. A minus D diet plus 10 or 30 minutes ultra violet irradiation 
3. A minus D diet plus graded portions of viosterol as a source of vitamin D 
4. A minus D diet made progressively more alkaline with NA2 CO·, 
5. A minus D diet made alkaline with NA OH 
6. Diet 13 (stock diet which includes % whole wheat, ?i whole milk powder and salt 
equaling 2% of the weight of the wheat) 
The data secured have not been analyzed. 
Oven Temperatures for Broiling Steaks (Jessie Alice Cline, 
,Myrtle E. Swanson) .-Various' steaks were bro.iled at oven tempera-
tures of 150° and 235°. The higher broiling temperatul'e increased 
the cooking losses; shortened the total cooking tirnJe; increased the 
rise in internal temperature upon removal from the bro1ling ov,en; 
and produced less uniformity of doneness. Heavier steaks required 
longer total cooking time, but shorter cooking time per poun'd. Pala-
tability was unJaffected by true broiling temperatures. A relatively low 
constant broiling temperature is recommended. both for the house-
wife and the scientific investigator because of ease of maruipulat:i!on 
and duplication. 10Wiered cooking ]<osses, and uniformity of doneness. 
The Effect of Oven Temperature on Beef Roasts (Jessie Alice 
Cline, Ruth Foster) .-Low oven temperatures required a longer time 
per po.und for roasting and gave less 10.ss than high oven temperatures. 
Losses by evaporation were greater than losses by drippings. There 
was a very slight differenc'e in tenderness in favor of the roast cook-
ed <lit low oven tempel'~atures. T'hese results wene secured by cook-
ing beef roasts from, anim3.\ls of known histo!l'Y by' three methods: A 
low donstant oven temperature of 100° C.; a high constant oven tem-
peraturle of 225° c.; and the stand'ard method, sear at 260° c., and 
finish at 125°, C. The method which seared the meat sleemed to pro-
duce roasts which had a beUer flavor of lean. Because of the ease o·f 
manipulation and duplication it is recomm':'ncied that a c'onstant oven 
temperaJturte method be adopted a" the stand'~rd method of roasting 
ribs of beef in the cooperative meat investigations proj<e'Ct. It is al'SO 
suggested that a constant temperature method of roasting be recom-
mended for general use. 
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POULTRY HUSBANDRY 
H. L. KEMPSTER, Chairman 
Normal Growth of White Leghorn, Rhode Island Red, and 
White Plymouth Rock Pullets (H. L. Kempster, E. M. Funk).-
Table 7 showS! the growth Oobtained with White LeghOorn, Rhode Is-
land Red, and White Plymouth Rock pullets during the 1932 season. 
TABLE 7.·-NORMAL GROWTH OF CHICKS-1932. 
(Weights in Grams). 
Age in Weeks 
Number and Breed 
0 4 8 12 
'--- -
105 White Leghorns _____ 39.1 181.4 442.6 689.2 
320 Rhode Island Reds __ 41.2 172.1 444.6 790.3 
209 White Rocks _______ _ 1 40.0 154.6 438.1 774.3 
16 I-~ 
983.41 1146 . 1 
1158.7 1426.2 
1120.1 1396.3 
The Relation of Date of Sexual Maturity to Egg Production 
(H. L. Kempster) .-White Rock and Rhode Island Red Pullets that 
wepe brought into laying early produced more eggs than s,imilar birds 
that did not start laying un#! a later date. They produc,ed a liberal 
supply of fall eggs and also produced as many winter eggs as those 
starting later. There was no tendency fOor early laying to cause a 
fall or winter molt. 
Artificial Lights and Winter Egg Production CH. L. Kemp-
ster, E. M. Funk).-Burning lights all night with White Rock pullets 
increased winter egg production 13.5 eggs per bird. HOowever, during 
March and April these same pullets laid fewer eggis so that the total 
production from November 1 to June 30 w:as the sam!e as for the un-
lighted pens. There was practically no diffenence in feed consump-
tion during the winter months, but the birds under lights were a half 
pound lighter in. weight on March 1 which probably accounted fOor the 
lOower egg production during March and April. 
Feed Purchasing Power of Eggs Laid by a Hen (H. L. Kemp-
ster).-The rC\latiOonship between feea and egg prices for 1931 was 
mOore favorable fOor the poul1:ryman than in 1930. Feed prices de-
clined 3S per oent and egg prices 33 per cent. The eggs produced by 
an average hen wOould buy eight pounds more feed in 1931 than in 
1930. 
Commercial Fattening of Poultry CR. L. Kempster, E. M. 
Funk, C. G. Bryan) .-Most sa~isfactory gains were obtained with 
Leghorn broilers, Rhode Island Red roasters, and Leghorn hens. 
The lowest loss in dressing was secured with Plymouth Rock 
broilers, roasters, and hens. The ration containing ten peI" 
cent· dried skimmilk produced the most Slatisfactory . gains. The 
ration did not influende the feed consumptiOon materially. Smaller 
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birds made more rapid gains than larger. Condensed buttermilk pro-
duoed the highest quality birds. A simple basal ration containing 70 
pounds of yellow corn meal, 20 pounds of wheat middlings, and one 
pound salt properly supplemented with milk products produced as 
satisfactory gains; as more complex basal rations. 
Meat Scrap and Milk in Rations for Baby Chicks (H. L. 
Kempster, E. M. Funk).-A ration containing 10 per cent dried skim-
milk and five per cent meat scrap proved as satisfactory as ,either dried 
skimmilk or dried buttermilk as the sole source of animal protein. 
Pullets fed combinations of meat scrap and milk were heavier at the 
age of eight weeks than those fed milk alone. However, at the ages 
of 16 and 20 weeks these pullets were the smallest. 
Time .of Hatching in Relation to Egg Production (H. L. 
Kempster) .-February and early March hatched pullets of the gen-
eral purpose brleeds produced from two to three dozen more eggs up 
to July 1 of their first ,laying year than did puJlets hatched in early 
April. The earily hatched chicks made more rapid growth, experi-
enced lower mortality, and a larger percentage was r.etained as layers. 
Influence.of Position in the Egg Cycle on Size of Eggs (E. M. 
Funk) .-The term "cycle" designates the eggs laid on consecutive 
days. The first egg laid in two, three, or four egg cycles was the largest 
egg laid during the cycle. Eggs laid during the rema.inder of the 
cycle decreased in weight as .the cYClle advanced. 
The Relation.of Egg Production to Hatchability (E. M. Funk). 
-Correlati"on studies of the egg production and hatchability records 
of 609 hens showed that there was no significant relationship between 
winter (November to February), spring (March to June), or annual 
(November to Octobe'r) egg produotion and hatohability of eggs. 
Effect of Breed and Age Upon Hatchability of Hens' Eggs 
(E. M. Funk).-A higher percentage of chicks was produced from 
L~ghom eggs than from White Plymouth Rock or Rhod'e Island Red 
eggs. There was a higher degree of fertility and hatchability in eggs 
from this bJ.1ced. Fertile eggs laid by White Plymouth Rock pullets 
hatched better than those laid by hens of the same breed. 
HORTICULTURE 
T. J. TALBERT, Chairman 
Substitutes for Arsenical Spray (T. ]. Talbert, H. G. Swart-
wout, C. G. Vinson) .-Blarium fluosilicate and sodium aluminum fluor-
ide compareQ favorably with lead arsenate in toxicity to ·codling moth 
and Colorado potato beetle larvae. However, under field conditions 
the control of the fluo·rille mate,rials was beJow that of lead arsenate 
due to other ' factors . New materials have been tested in the control 
IOf codling moth, comparing with lead arsenate as fo~lows: Lead arsen-
ate yielded 3.4 per cent wormy fruit; red pepper in 1 per cent' summer 
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0:1 9.5 per cent; pyrethrum 15.6 per cent; hellebore 17.l per cent; and 
untreated trlees 20.3 per cent. 
Virus Diseases of Plants (C. G. Vinson).-Virus has been 
precipitated from the juice of diseased plants quantitatively by an 
aqueous solution of safranin. This precipitate has been decomposed 
readily by means of Lloyd's alkaloi:dal reagent yielding a purifi1ed 
preparation of the virus more infectious than the originall juice. This 
preparation may be reprecipitJated and again decomposed without 
measurable loss of vi'l·us. The radius of the virus particle in purified 
preparations has been less than five millimicrons. 
Factors Determining Hardiness and Methods of Increasing It 
CT. J. Talbert, C. G. Vinson. H. G. Swartwout) .-A method of in-
creasing the concentration of carbohydrates in the parts of the Grimes 
and Stayman apple trees subject to winter injury has been sought. It 
has been found that leaves are. necessary for the proper ripening of 
wood and that properly ripened tissues giv,e' better resistance to injury 
from low temperatures. Defoliating branches in 'the fall delayed the 
opening of flower and vegetative buds in the spring. Crotch angle and 
crotch location may be factors in d,etermining hardiness of particnl'ar 
parts of the trunk 
Evaluating of Apple Pollination Methods (A. E. Murneek) .-
The branch-unit (qloth-bag) method of pol1ina~t~on and the screened-
cage method have been compared with the Manila paper bag procedure. 
The first two method's, have been more economical in time and labor, 
they permitted the use of more flowers and were less aliificial; they 
reduced the amount of shading and interfered ],east with temperature 
and humidity conditions; and permi,tted the expression of the re-
sults in terms more nearly comparable to a normal set of fruit . How-
ever, ther,e was a greater experimental error, clue to unguarded pollina-
tion by very small insects. The initilal cost of constructing cages was· 
high 'and the coopemtion of an apiculturist was necessary. 
Comparative Efficiency of Certain Apple Varieties as Pollen-
izers CA. E. Murneek).-Jonathan, Delicious, and Ben Davis were 
exceptionally desirable pollenizers for other applel varieties. York 
was also a satisfactory poHenizer. Go'lden Delicious and Grimes pro-
duced pollen abundantly, but their efficiency was quite mediocre. 
Rome; and ~ing David could not be! relied upon to poHenate success-
fully. 
Biochemical Investigations of Photoperiodism CA. E. Mur-
neek) .-Experiments have been made on nitrogen metabolism in local-
ized portions of stems of soybeans exposed to definite short and long 
photoperiods. The low concentration of nitrat1e, alpha amino,and 
amide nitrogen and the high concentration of. coagulable,proteose. 
basic, and humin nitrogen in' tips of .long-day plants pointed to a rapid 
utilization 0'£ the low soluble forms of nitrogen for growth in these 
non-fruiting plants, 
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The Relation of Nitr~gen to Potassium in Nutrition of Apple 
Trees (A. E. Murneek, E. ]. Gildehaus).-Trees receiving an ex-
cessive amount of nitrogen showed a marginal burning of the foliage . 
Leaf scorch (due to potassium deficiency) lapp eared in the sand cul-
tures given large nitrogen but reduced potassium supply. The Neu-
bauer method was att·empted with apple seedlings, but was unsuc-
cessful, due to the irregular germination of apple seeds. 
Natural vs. Synthetic Nitrate of Soda in Nutrition of Horti-
cultural Plants (A. E. Murneek,]. H. Long).-Marglobe tomatoes, 
Nancy Hall sweet potatoes, and Turkish tobacco have shown no dif-
ferences in growth and development due to the difference in natural 
and synthetic nitrate of soda. 
Nitrogen Applications to Grapes (H. G. Swartwout).-No 
definite responses have been , obtained from nitrogen app1ications to 
grapes either in growth, production, or qual~ty. A few vines making 
a feeble growth in a tight, POOIl soil showed some increase in vigor. 
Concord and Moore were the varieties under treatment. 
Walnut, Pecan, and Filbert Investigations (T. J. Talbert, A. 
E. Murneek).-Adequate plantings for propagation stock of chinqua-
pin (C as tatn ed pttmila) , several varieties o.f hickory, black walnut, and 
butternut have been made. European varieties of filberts and hazel-
nuts have proved less hardy and fruitful in this locality than the Amer-
ican species and their varieties. 
RURAL SOCIOLOGY 
E. L. MORGAN, Chainncul 
Rural Community Organization in Public Welfare (E. L . 
Morgan, H. J. Burt).-The case studies of 59 farming families re-
ceiving poor relief fro.m county funds in Boone County showed that 
17 per cent were registered from 1921 to 1928 and 83 per cent from 
1928 to 1931. The total number of childl1en in the 59 families was 
214. The causes for dependency were old! age, one parent out of the 
home, phys,ical or mental illness, ad'justment of young people, and eco-
nomic problems. 
Rural Community Trends (H. ] . Burt).-Research Bulletin 
161, Rural Community Tr,ends, is a partial report on this investigation. 
Two additional communities have been added to the project and the 
work continued. Eight years 'ago a study of the rural population 
groups of Boone County was puh1'ished as Re&earch Bulletin 74. .:\ 
re-study has been made to determine the changes in popUlation groups. 
Two communities have fallen back to the status of neighborhoods and 
one neighborhood has become a community. Where 59 neighborhoods 
were found eight years ago there are only 41 remaining. There also 
were evidences of 25 new neighborhoods having been formed. 
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Movements of Population in Missouri (E. L. Morgan, H. J. 
Btlft).-The number of incorporated towns in Missouri has. increased 
to an index of 127, using the data for 1890 as 100. During this same 
time the United States as a whole has -increased to an index of 168. 
Among the ptaces classed as rural the largest gains were made in the 
100 to 500 population classification. Those from 2500 to 5000 show-
ed the least gain. Both large and small pl'aces have grown at the 
expense of the farmlng population. . 
VETERINARY SCIENCE 
A. J. DURANT, C Ji.p;irmd..n 
Studies of Abortion_Infected Herds (Cecil Elder, A. W. Uren, 
A. M. McCapes).-Cattle vaccinated with a commercial product for 
the control of abortion still carried live organisms in their systems for 
as long as eighteen months after vaccination. Reactors in two large 
herds were separated and vaccinated in 1930. Since that time no 
further treatment has been given them. Monthly blood tests have been 
made. High blood titres have continued in a large number of cases. 
Pure cultures of Bn,cellus abortus hav.e' been isolated in nine cases 
from material collected at post mortem examinations. These nine 
cases were from eleven high reactors. Pure cultures could not be 
isolat,ed from six medium to low reactol~S or from three negative re-
actors. 
The Transmission of Abortion Infe.ction in Cattle From Im-
mune Dams to Progeny (Cecil Elder, A. W. Uren, A. M. Mc-
Capes) .-N on-reacting progeny from immune clams were apparently 
susceptible to abortion infection. Three cows, all pregnant, were 
drenched with a large quantity of Brucellns aborftts. Two cows were 
left untI'eated as controls. One of the three infected cows aborted 
54 days after being dosed and cultures of Brucellu-s aborf1ts were iso-
lated, both from her colostral milk and placental membranes. A sec-
ond cow came into estrum 37 days after exposure. It is beHeved that 
she aborted at pasture. The other cow, nat due to freshen for 113 
days, seems normal. Both control animals have calved! normally. 
The Effect of Length of Storage Period on Swine Blood Sam-
ples (Cecil Elder, A. M. McCapes).-A study of the effect of age 
and care of swine blood sampJ,es on the agglutination tests for Bang's 
disease showed that the titre of the sera did not vary appreciably in 
relation to the age of serum sample or kind of antigen used (bovine or 
porcine), and thiat the sample'S kept at room tempemture (700 to 
75 0 F.) for four days. Samples in which a clot was allowed to form 
and the serum to separate and rem'ain in contact with the clot at room 
temperature showed no marked change in agglutination titre at four 
days or at eight days after the first test. However, three samples 
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hemolyzed to such an extent that testing was impossible. BloodJ 
samples shipped promptly from any section of the State will reach 
Columbia in good condi,tion for testing. 
Transmission of the Bang Abortion Infection of Swine to 
Cattle (Cecil Elder).-Attempts to cause abortion in cattle by in-
fection from swine by placing infected sows in the same pasture and 
sheds with pregnant cows have been unsuccessful. Four sows were 
dosed with a known culture of Brucellus abortus S1<6lis. Three other 
susceptible sows were left as controls. The virulency of the organisms 
for swine was proved both in the treated and untreated sows. The 
blood titre in one cow show'ed a slight rise and this soon dropped. 
J n another it raised very high but soon dropped to a medium titre. 
None of the cows has aborted or showed any evidence of abortion. 
Low Agglutination Reactions in Unbred Virgin Gilts (Cecil 
Elder) .-Unbred virgin gilts with low agglutination tests have been 
used to determine whether or not such animals are a source of real 
danger to a herd. They have been protected against outside infection 
and the blood reactions recorded. In all cases the reactions have re-
mained steadily and consistently low. 
Blackhe-ad in Turkeys (A. J. Durant, H. C. McDougle).-The 
removal of the ceca from abligated turkeys by a, second surgical 
operation apparently did not affect normal reproduction or the general 
health of the birds. Metabolism tests have shown that the dlgestive 
functions were undisturbed by abligation. Studies on the immunity 
of turkeys to blackhead have been started. 
Leukemia in Fowls (A. J. Durant, H. C. McDougle).-Efforts 
to transmit leukemia by injecting and f,eeding" blood and organs of 
infected birds to uninfected birds have been unsuccessful. 
A New Disease Affecting Missouri Cattle (Cecil Elder).-A 
new disease affecting the legs of cattle was reported from several 
different parts of the State simultaneousllJ. Trips were made to the 
affected herds and in all cases the same general conditi:on was found . 
The cause has not been located, but on every fjarm where the trouble 
occurred the number of .flies- has been unusually large. Unsuccessful 
attempts have beeen made to prove whether or nOit the disease was 
infectious. The outstanding symptoms were :;welling of the legs, the 
front legs more often than the hind; cracks in the skin on the posterior 
surfaces of the legs, ,especially in the region of the knee joints; the 
falling of small patches of hair from the affected areas; a yellowish 
serous exudation which formed small crusty scabs; loss of appetite; 
increased temperature ; and pain with movement. In some cases sec-
ondary infections fo11owed and resulted in death. The use of fly 
repellants and the provision of good water facilities are recommencl'ed 
as control measures. 
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TECHNICAL SERVICES TO FARMERS 
The Experiment Station, has been performing for the farmers of 
Mi,ssouri various services requiring knowledge, skill, equipment, and 
laboratory technique which lare not usually available to any one;;farmer 
or group of farmers. Annually the staff answers thousands of ques-
tions relating to farm prlactices. These questions are extremely varied 
and require accurate knowledge. This is perhaps the greatest single, 
service the Experiment Station renders. 
In addition, the various depa:rtments examine thous,ands of speci-
mens and m1ake recommendations regarding them. The Department 
of Veterinary Science identifies animal dis'eases; the Department of 
Plant Pathology performs a similar, service regarding p,lant diseases; 
seeds and ptants are identified by the Department of Field Crops; in-
sect pests are identified and methods of control recommended by the 
Department of\ Entomology; chemical -analyses of agricultural mate-
rials are made by the Department of Agriculttt,fal Chemistry; the De-
partment of Horticulture identifies and recommends control measures 
for various fruit and! vegetable diseas,es. Speciall l~boratories are 
maintained for testing seeds. producing anti-hog-cholera serum, the 
prepatiation of legume bacteria, testing soils for their lime needs, anal-
yzing :fertilizers, and the official testing of dairy cows. 
More detailed informa,tion regarding some of these special serv-
ices is given in the following paragraphs: 
Seed Testing Laboratory (W. C. Etheridge, Clara Fuhr) .-A 
total of 3,224 samples of s'eeds and plants were tested! and examined. 
Of these, 2,900 we)re for( Missouri farmers ,and seedsmen; 105 inspec-
tor's samples fo,r the Missouri State Board of Agriculture in connec-
tion with the enforcement of the Missouri Seed Law; and 23 Custom 
House samples, One hundredl ninety-six testsiwere made for farmers 
and seedsmen of other states. The! number and purpose of tests 'are 
as follows: Purity and germination, 1,469; germination only. 1,005; 
identification. 384; examination and germination, 188; examination 
only, 92; purity only, 75. 
Production and Distribution of Bacteria for Legumes (W. A. 
Albrecht, H. F. Rhoades).-During the year cultures have been dis-
tributed to treat 19.848 busheJs of legume seed. The number of bush-
el units for the different legumes was as follows: Soybeans, 13,834, 
sweet clover, 1.842. aIf'aHa 1,234. red clover, 1,087, cowpeas 359, 
Korean clover 972, miscellaneous 520. 
Testing Soils for Their Lime Need (Harold F . Rhoades).-
The number of samples tested during the year tot1aled 534, increasing 
the complete number of tests now available to approximatly 11,000 
samples from all parts of the St1ate. 
Producti,onand Distribution of Anti-Hog-Cholera Serum (0. 
S. Crisler).-The swine raisers of Missouri, directly I or through vet-
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erinarians, county agents, and teachers of vocational agriculture, have 
been supplied during the year with 1,750, 450 C.c. of anti-hog-cholera 
serum. This serum was distributed in 1,595 orders in 61 counties. 
Thel'e was not much hog choler:a during the year. 
Agglutination Blood Testing for Bang Disease in Cattle and 
Swine CA. M. McCapes).-BIood samples from 22,036 cattle were 
tested for contagious abortion . This was an increase of 2,685 tests 
over the previous year. Approximately twenty ,per cent showed in-
fection. Abortion in swine seemed to be increasing. 
The eradication program carried on in connection with the blood 
tests progressed satisfactorily and a numher of farms have been 
freed of abortion disease. 
Agglutination Blood Testing for Punorum Disease in Chick-
ens CA. J. Durant, H. C. McDougle).-Pullorum disease tests 
wepe made on 64,834' blood samples. Appiroximately ten per cent 
showed infection. The number of tests made for pullorum disease 
more than doubled that of the previous year. The demand of poultry-
men for healthy chicks caused this increase. 
Distributilon of Chicken-pox Vaccine CA. J. Durant, H. C. Mc-
Dougle) .-Duri,ng the year 40,755 doses of experimental chicken-pox 
vaccine were distributed to poultry producers. The results have been 
excellent. 
Diagnostic Service CA. J. Durant. H . C. McDougle, A. VV. 
Uren, O. S. Crisler) .-Exc·lusive of the; blood tests for pu110rum dis-
ease and Bang abortion dis·eas·e 2,243 specimens of diseased 'animals 
were examined ,and reports made. Brain examinations for rabies in 
domestic animals were made on 59 specimens. Positive evidence of 
rabies was found in 26 of the specimens. Fowl cholera was the most 
prevalent disease found in mature ch'ickens. Pu110rum disease was 
the most prevalent in chicks. 
Fertilizer Control (L. D. Haigh, E. W. Cowan, A. R. Hall).-
Three hundred thirty-six samples were collected in 107 towns and 
from 28 farms. Two hundred eight d'ealers and manufacturers were 
visited. The samples collected have been analyzed and the results 
published. The average analysis of all fertilizer inspect-ed in Mis-
souri showed that the manuf'.acttlrer furnished 104.8' per cent of the 
amount of plant food gular:anteed. 
Official Testing of Dairy Cows (Warren Gifford, H. A. Her-
man) .-During the year 1018 one-day tests and 832 two-day tests 
were conducted on a total of 531 Advanced Registry and Register of 
Merit cows'. There were 959 one-day breed herd improv·ement tests 
conducted on 128 cows in six purebred herds. Of the cows tested 219 
were placed on "test during the year. These tests were conducted for 
24 Missouri breeders. 
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PUBLICATIONS 
A. A. JEFFREY, Edito,Y 
Twenty-nine publications were issued by the Station during the 
year ending June 30, 1932. Of this number 17 were research bulle-
tins, 9 were bulletins, and 3 were circulars. The totall number of 
copies issued was 112,000. During the same period the distribution 
of publications from the Station mailing room reached a total of 168,-
139 copies. Considerably mOire than two-thirds of this totaJ, or 119,-
686 copies were sent to residents of Missouri, while 41,747 copies were 
used by residents of other states, and' 6,706 copiesl were sent to libra-
ries and agricultural leaders in foreign countries. 
TABLE 8.-PUBLICATIONS OF THE MISSOURI AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT 
STATION FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1932 
Serial 
No. Series, Title, Author, and Number of Illustrations Pages Copies 
Research Bulletins 
154 The Missouri Farm Real Estate Situation for 1927-1930, by 
C. H. Hammar, July, 1931; figs. 13 __________________ 84 3,000 
155 The Analysis of Social Data, by Henry J. Burt, July, 1931 ; I figs. 6 ____________________________________________ 88 2,000 
156 The Development of the Mammary Gland as Indicated by 
the Initiation and Increase in the Yield of Secretion, by 
C. W. Turner, August, 1931; figs. 18 _______ __________ 48 2,000 
157 A Study of the Causes of the Normal Development of the 
Mammary Glands of the Albino Rat, by C. W. Turner 
and A. B. Schultze, August, 1931; figs. 60 ____________ 48 2,000 
158 The Relation of the Anterior Pituitary Hormones to the 
Development and Secretion of the Mammary Gland, by 
C. W. Turner and W. U. Gardner, August, 1931; figs. 24 60 2,000 
159 'A Determination of the Blood and Plasma Volume of Dairy 
Cattle, by C. W. Turner and H. A. Herman, August, 1931; figs. 16 _____________________________________ 64 2,000 
160 The Anatomy of the Mammary Gland of Cattle, by C. W. 
Turner, September, 1931; figs. 3o ____________________ 40 2,000 
161 Rural Community Trends, by Henry J . Burt, October, 1931; figs. 6. ___________________________________________ 48 2,000 
162 Behavior of Potassium and Sodium During the Process of . 
Soil Formation, by Hans Jenny, October, 1931; figs. 26 64 2,000 
163 Cytological Observations of Deficiencies Involving Known 
Genes, Translocations and an Inv·ersion in Zea mays, by 
Barbara McClintock, December, 1931; figs. 39, _______ 30 2,000 
164 The Influence of Age at First Calving on Milk Secretion, by , 
C. W. Turner, February, 1932; figs. 13 _______________ 40 2,000 
165 Cost of Marketing Livestock by Truck and Rail, by F. L. 
Thomsen and W. R. Fankhanel, March, 1932; figs. 15 _ 32 2,500 
166 Growth and Development with Special Reference to Domes-
tic Animals, XVII, XVIII, XIX, XX, XXI, XXII, 
XXIII, by Samuel Brody, April, 1932; figs. 45 __________ 104 2,000 
167 The Calcium Requirement of Brood Sows, by A. G. Hogan, 
May, 1932; figs. L ___________________ _____________ 20 2,OOq 
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TABLE 8 (CONTINUED).-PUBLICATIONS OF THE EXPERIMENT STATION 
Serial 
No. Series, Title, Author, and Number of Illustrations 
---1·----------· ---- -----.------
168 
169 
170 
306 
307 
308 
309 
310 
311 
271 
280 
281 
135 
160 
168 
Swine Reproduction in Relation to Nutrition, by A. G. 
Hogan, May, 1932; figs. 3 _________________________ _ 
The Accuracy and Flexibility of Rural Real Estate Assess-
ment in Missouri, by C. H. Hammar, June, 1932; figs. 8_ 
The Oestrous Cycle of the Ewe; Histology of the Genital 
Tract; by L. E. Casida and F. F. McKenzie, June, 1932; figs. 10 __________________________________________ _ 
Total pages and copies, Research Bulletins ______________ _ 
Bulletins 
Inspection and Analysis of Commercial Fertilizers; Spring, 
1931, by F. B. Mumford and L. D. Haigh, and M. F. 
Miller, August, 1931 ______________________________ _ 
Home Orchard Income, by T. J. Talbert, March, 1932; figs. 2 
Registration, Labeling, Inspection and Sale of Commercial 
Fertilizers; 1931, by F. B. Mumford and L. D. Haigh, March,1932 _______________ ~ _____________________ _ 
The Value of Dried Skim Milk for Fattening Poultry, by 
E. M. Funk, H. L. Kempster, and C. G. Bryan, April, 1932;figs.4 _______________ _______________________ _ 
Experiment Station Research, by F. B. Mumford and S. B. 
Shirky, April, 1932; figs. 1. __ .. _____ ~-------- - -------
Operating Practices of Missouri Cooperative Elevators, by 
W. J. Hart, W. R. Fankhanel, and F. L. Thomsen, May, 1932 ____________________________________________ _ 
Reprint Bulletins 
Control of Gullies ____________________________________ _ 
Korean Lespedeza (First Edition, February, 1930) ________ _ 
Feeding Dairy Cattle· (First Edition, March, 1930) _______ _ 
Total pages and copies, Bulletins _____________________ ... _ 
Reprint Circulars 
Cedar Rust of Apples _________________________________ _ 
The European Corn Borer ______________________________ 
j Controlling Insect Pests of Strawberries _________________ _ 
Total pages and copies, Circulars _______________________ _ 
Total pages and copies, All PubJications _________________ _ 
Pages Copies 
- -- ----
24 2,000 
68 2,500 
28 2,000 
890 36,000 
12 5,000 
12 10,000 
32 5,000 
24 8,000 
68 4,000 
8 3,000 
24 8,000 
12 5,000 
40 10,000 
232 58,000 
8 8,000 
8 5,000 
12 5,000 
28 18,000 
1150 112,000 
The Farm News Service.-The Missouri Farm News Service, 
a printed clipsheet containing a.bout 4,000 words weekly, was issued 
throughout the year to all newspapers, farm journals, agricultural ex-
tension agents, and vocational teachers in the State. In addition to 
timely information and news stories. a new feature consisting of farm 
and home questions and answers was included in the News Service 
this year, beginning with the issue of December 9, 1931. 
The questions and answers included each week from five to ten 
practical farm and home questions with answers contributed by the 
respective departments of the Station to which they were related by 
the nature of the subject matter involved. This feature of the News 
Service became immediately popular with the press of the State. Ap-
proximately 50 newspapers are using this feature regularly under 
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double-column headings which were supplied by the Station in the 
form of stereotype mats, while even a greater number of papers are 
using the questions and answers under headings of their own com-
position or in farm and home pages. 
The Radio News Service.-A manuscript service designed to 
be read by radio announcers was issued' every week during the yea.r 
to the following radio broadcasting stations: KFRU, · Columbia; 
KMBC, Kansas City; KMOX, St. Louis; WMAQ, Chicago, Ill; and 
KMA, Shenandoah, Iowa. This service covers practically the same 
ground as the Farm News Service, except that the articlesl lare very 
greatly condensed. 
Special Press Service.-N ews releases designed especially for 
the metropolitan new,spapers of the State were issued in. mimeograph 
form at irregular intervals throughout the year. These were' mailed 
to the larger dailies of the State, or to their correspondents, and were 
supplied to the leading news sync1ic,ates. During the year this serv-
ice included a total of 83 releases. 
COOPERATION WITH OUTSIDE AGENCIES 
During the year the Agricultural Experiment Station has carried 
on projects in cooperation with the following organizations: United 
States Department of Agriculture, Missouri Utilities Company, Sni-
A-Bar Farms, Monsanto Chemical Company, American Dry Milk 
Institute. The Hem1an Frasch Foundation, National Research Coun-
cil, Chilean Nitrate Company, Page Milk Company, and the Drumm 
Institute. 
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326. 
327. 
328. 
329. 
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331. 
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333. 
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336. 
337. 
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340. 
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.343. 
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345. 
346. 
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS AND 
PERIODICALS 
Turner C. W., Frank, A. H., Gardner, W. V., Schultze, A. B., and Gomez, 
E. T.,The Effect of Theelin and Theelol on the Growth of the Mam-
mar;)' Gland, Anatomical Record, 1932. 
Baver, L. D., The Use of the Troemner Balance fo'1" Measuring the Upper 
Plastic Limit of Soils, Jour. Amer. Soc. of Agron., 1932. 
Albrecht, W. A., Calcilum and Hydrogen Ion Concentration in Growth and 
Inoculation of So:vbeans, Jour. of the Amer. Sotc. of Agron., 1932. 
Baver, L. D. and Rhoades, Harold F., Aggregate Analysis as an Aid in 
the Study of Soil Str·ucture Relationship, Amer. Soc. of Agron., 1932. 
Jenny, Hans, The Significance of the Soil Organic Matter-Climate Rela-
tionship in Soil Classification Studie's, Soils Science, 1932. 
Wooley, J. C., Efficiency of Terl'acing Machil~es, Jour. Amer. Soc. of Agr. 
Engineers, 1932. 
Turner, C. W., Gardner, W. V., and Schultze, A. B., Re/CDtion. of the An-
terior Pituitary to Lactation, Amer. Soc. of An. Prod. Proceedings for 
1931, Jan., 1932. 
Brody, Samuel, T~.)pical Heat Inc1'cments of Feeding CD1~dJ Pregnancy in 
Cattle, Sheep, Horses, and Swine, Amer. Soc. of An. Prod. Proceedings 
for 1931, Jan., 1932. 
Kempster, H. L., Brody, S., and Funk, E. M., Ag:e Changes in the Heat 
Production of Chicl~ens as Measllred by a Graphic Method. A Prelim-
inary Report to Poul. Sci., 1932. 
Jenny, Hans, Studies on the Mechanism of Ionic Ezchange in Colloidal 
Aluminum Silicates, Jour. of Physical Chern., 1932. 
Funk, E. M., Can the Chick Balance Its Rations?, Poul. Sci., Vol. XI, No.2, 
March, 1932. 
Haseman, Leonard, Hydrate as a Substitute for J,Vood, in the Constntction 
of Bee Hives, Jour. of Eeon. Ent., 1932. 
Hogan, A. G., Shrewsbury, C. L., Breckenridge, G. F., and Ritchie, Walter 
S., Action of Radio-Active Sl{bstances on Vitamins, Jour. of Nutrition, 
Vol. V, July, 1932. 
J ones, George D., The Instruction in Entomology in the 4-H Club Camps 
in Missouri, Jour. of Econ. Ent., ] 9~2. 
Hammar, C. H., Economic Aspects of Conservation, Jour. of Land and 
Public Utility Econ., Aug., 1931. 
Hammar, C. H., Soil T~1Pe as a Basis for Farm Management Re'search, 
Jour. of Farm Econ., 1932. 
Hammar, C. H., The Functional Versl£s the County Consolidation Pro-
gram for Obtaining Economy in Coun.ty Government, Nat'l Municipal 
Review, 1932. 
Durant, A. J., and;' McDougle, H. C., Pltllorum Disease Infection of the 
Leg Joints in Baby Chicks, Vet. Med., 1932. 
Durant, A. J. and McDougle, H. C., ]l!Il.Ilmdrition or Leg Wealmess VII-
Baby Chicks, Vet. Med., 1932. 
Tascher, W. R., Experiments on the Control of Seed-Borne Diseases by 
X-Rays, Jour. of Agr. Res., 1932. 
Schultze, A. B., and Turner, C. W., E.-rperimental Initiation of Milk Se-
cretion, Jour. Dairy Sei., June, 1932. 
Baver, L. D., Some Soil Factors Affec:ting Ero..s:ion, Amelr. Soc. of Agr. 
Engineers, 1932. 
Baver, L. D., The Physical Properties of the Soil of Interest to A.Q1'icu.l-
tural Engineers. Paper presented at the Power and Machinery Division 
of the Amer. Soc. of Agr. Engineers at Columbus, Ohio, June, 1932. 
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CHANGES IN EXPERIMENT STATION STAFF 
Appointments 
J. A. Bailey, Statiol} Assistal}t in Entomology 
Bertha Bisbey, Assistant ProfeJ'Sor of Home Economics 
F. o. Briggson, Research Assistant in Dairy HusbandrY' 
O. G. Bryan, Research AJ1sistant in Poultry Husbandry 
Cecil Elder, Professor of Veterinary Science 
Ruth Foster, Research Assistant in Home Economics 
W. U. Gardner, Research Fell07~ in Dairy Husbandry 
M. W. Hales, Research AsJ'istant in Dairy Husbandry 
G. M. Horner, Research Scholar in Soils 
Frank Horsfall, Jr., Research Assistant in Horticulture 
Jesse E . Huffman, Research Assistant in Horticultltre 
O. E. Hughes, Resea,rch Assistant in AgriCHltural Engilleering 
Lee Jenkins, Station Assista'nt in Entomolog:y 
S. R. J ohnso,n, Research Assistant in Animal Husbandry 
C. D. Leonard, Research Scholar in Soils 
Robert M,effert, Station Assistant in Entomology 
Jack C. Miller, Graduate Assistant in Animal Husbandry 
A. M. McCapes, Assl'stant ProfeJ1sor of Veterinary Science 
C. W. McIntyre, Assistant Professor of Dairy HI!sbandry 
W. E. Painter, Research Assistant in Dairy Hllsbandry 
Margaret Parthlow, Research Assistant in Home Econontics 
Sophie Pearlmutter, Research AsS'istant in Home Ecolwrn,ics 
A. B. Schultze, Research Assistant in Dairy Husbandry 
Frances Seeds, Assistant Profl'ssor of Home Economics 
W. L. Studor, ReJ1earc.h Scholar in Animal Husbandry 
MlYrtle E. Swanson, Research Assistant in Horne Economics 
C. M. Tucker, Associate Professor of Botany and Plallt Pathologist 
Withdrawals and Resignations 
]. A. Bailey, Station Assistant in Entomology 
F. O. Briggson, Research Assistant in Dairy fl!tsbandry 
C. G. BrYan, Rl'search Assistant in Poult'ry H1,!sba~ldry 
W. R. Fankhanel, Instructor i,~ Agricultl£ral Economics 
C, L. Fleshman, Research Assistant in Dairy Husbandry 
Glenn M. Horner, Research Scholar in Soils 
Jesse E. Huffman, Research Assistant in H orticltlflwc 
Lee Jenkins, Station AS'Sistant il~ EntMnology 
C. D. Leonard, Research Scholar in Soils 
Robert Meffert, Station Assistant in Entomology 
Arthur Meyer, Research Assistant in Horticulture 
Jack C. Miller, Graduate Assistant in Animal Husbandry 
O. E. Palmer, Research Assistant in Agricultural Economics 
Margaret Parthlow, Research Assistant in Home Economics 
Sophie Pearlmutter, Research Assistant in Home Economics 
A. B. Schultze, Research Assistant in Dairy Husbandry 
Bessie Schwartz, Research Assistant in Home Economics 
Frances Seeds, Assistant Professor of Home Economics 
W. L. Studor, Research Scholar in Animal Hllsbandr,:)' 
Myrtle E. Swanson, Research Assistant in Home Economics 
W. 1. Tayloe, Research Assistant in Horticulture 
1. M. Turk, Instrwctor in Soils 
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46 MISSOURI AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
For the Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1932 
Expenditures from Federal Funds 
Hatch Adams Purnell 
Classification Fund Fund Fund 
----------------
Personal services ______ ___________ _____ _ $13,606.58 $8,919.54 $39,690.54 
Supplies and materials __ . ________________ _ 543.48 3,851.12 9,949.73 
Communication sen ice __________________ _ 52.74 1.60 299.61 
Travel expenses _________________________ _ 126.88 1,727.45 
Transportation of things _________________ _ 81.20 163.91 566.01 Publications ________ ____ ________________ _ 1,032.20 
Heat, light, water, and power ____________ _ 1.36 64.04 94.20 
Contingent expenses ___________ __ _______ _ 3.15 9.00 169.45 
Eq uipment ____________________________ _ 584.61 1,826.42 4,637.98 
Buildings and land ______________________ _ 164.37 1,832.83 
TOTAL ___________________________ $15,000.00 $15,000.00 $60,000.00 
